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ornately engraved, and marked with
graduations, these instruments stood
apex of naked-eye astronomy.
the
the Qing Dynasty in 1673, the
had been enriched with an ornate
for measuring the
between stars
with a quadrant and an altazimuth for
suring stellar altitudes and
Equatorial and ecliptic armillae also
the parade of instruments. Set atop a base of
dragons, their
celestial
turned to measure the angles between
and planets in both the
and
tic coordinate systems. A great celestial
more than a meter across
a
a
stars on its surface and
nient means of tracing their movement
across the
and of calculating the
and azimuths of their
and
Later in the Qing
another
armilla was added to the array,
measure true solar time.
As their instruments looked "1?'7Y,,,,~rI
Ming builders also looked to the rr\llrt-'U"'~'rl
below and in the 1440s they constructed the
graceful
Hall,
restored and resplendentl y
in a
brilliant red. Inside, an array of exhibits
I-'HHUA.LU

In the year 1442, during the seventh year
of the Zheng Tong period in the reign of the
Ming Dynasty, an astronomical observatory
was founded in the city that today is called
Beijing. The builders constructed a massive
stone platform 14 meters (47 feet) tall. Long
exterior stairways wound to the top, stretching past an imposing porch whose stone railing resembled a row of battlements. But the
weapons atop this tower were turned to the
- this tower was equipped with the very
latest of astronomical instrumentation. An
armillary sphere held up by dragons tracked
the positions of celestial bodies. A gnomon
tracked the movements of the Sun and mea-

sured the length of the tropical year.
In the decades that followed, successive
generations of astronomers built up an
impressive array of instruments to map the
sky and its movements. Fashioned of bronze,

Abstract: In September 1997, I represented IPS at a conference in
China to commemorate the 555th anniversary of the
Beijing Observatory and the 40th anniversary of the Beijing
Planetarium. This paper describes the conference, summarizes
some of its papers, and describes our various experiences in
Both astronomical research and planetarium work in China are
active and well-supported.
plays the proud heritage of Chinese astronomy and a
banner in ancient Chinese
proclaims the Observatory's mission in its
- to study the world by
the
stars.
In 1957, during the era of Chairman Mao, a
planetarium was founded a few thousand
meters from what was by then called the
Ancient Beijing Observatory.
23
meters (78 feet) across, surrounded by exhibit
areas, verdant grounds, and a pair of small
public observatories, the planetarium was
designed to seat 600 and was equipped with
the latest planetarium instruments.

In 1997, on the 555th anniversary of the
Ancient Beijing Observatory and the
anniversary of the Beijing Planetarium,
international symposium convened
Purple Hall. The symposium's theme, "Astronomical Exchange Between China and
Other Countries", and the conference language - English - brought
a

Ancient Beijing Observatory.
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R. Subramanian inspecting the equatorial armilla.
of international delegates and as many
Chinese. European delegates hailed from
England, Germany, Hungary, Italy, and the
Vatican. Asian delegates carne from Sri
Lanka, India, and Japan, and the remainder
of the international delegates were American. The conferees represented a broad spectrum of interests, among them astronomer,
museum curator, planetarian and teacher,
historian and archaeoastronomer. The relatively small size of the conference, the eclectic mix of nationalities and interests, and the

careful preparation and collegial welcome of
the conference hosts all helped foster a lively
and informal atmosphere. The days were
intellectually invigorating and filled with
bonds of new friendships and professional
contacts.
The warm greetings of conference host
Cui Shi Zhu and her staff made us feel at
horne even as we recovered from a 12-hour
time change and 8000 miles of airplane
flights. Prof. Cui is Director of both the
Beijing Planetarium and the Ancient Beijing

Observatory, and he serves IPS as a member
of the Language Committee.
Director Lin Qiao ably handled many of the
conference arrangements, kept us all organized, and patiently tolerated those of us
who, camera in hand, were perpetual cabooses during the various tours. Dr. Sun Xiaochun
provided superb translations and bilingual
commentary to link those of us who shared
common interests but spoke no common
language.
On the morning of the first day, we assembled at the Observatory entrance to receive
our registration packets and accept a gift of
books describing topiCS in early Chinese
astronomy and celebrating the history of the
Beijing Planetarium. Then we stepped
through the circular threshold of the Moon
Gates and entered the observatory's inner
courtyard whose grounds display a fascinating collection of the ancient instruments
restored and replicated. A team of skilled
twentieth-century craftsmen have recreated
the metalworking techniques of their forebears and fashioned working copies of the
tools of the ancient tradition.
We were greeted in a formal ceremony by
the Vice-Mayor of Beijing, posed for group
photos, and then assembled in the Purple
Hall for the opening ceremony. This session
included welcoming remarks by the conference organizers and by me representing IPS.
Following an opening 45 second greeting in
Chinese, which I was speaking for the first
time, I confined the remaining 14 minutes of
my remarks to English. I described the work
of IPS, the educational role of the planetarium, and the place of historic Chinese astronomy in planetarium programs. These
remarks are reprinted as an appendix to this
paper.

Symposium papers
The next two days were filled with stimulating paper sessions that dealt with ancient
and modern Chinese astronomy and with
astronomical exchange between China and
the rest of the world. Prof. Li QiBin, director
of the Beijing Observatory and president of
the Chinese Astronomical Society, summarized the work of modern China's 1000
astronomers and support staff at their five
national observatories. Their work covers
solar, planetary, stellar, and galactic astronomy. It is largely published in Chinese, but
some is also published in English. He
described new major projects including the
construction of LAMOST (Large Aperture
Multi-Object Spectroscopic Telescope),
which is to be a 4-meter Schmidt telescope,
and a proposed multi-dish radio telescope to
be spread over a 30x50 km grid and to have a
total collecting area of 1 square kilometer (D

Replica of celestial globe.
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Symposium delegates in front ofPurple Hall.
and a resolution of 1 milliarcsecond. Prof. Ai
GuoXiang, a leading solar astronomer at the
Beijing Observatory, described the proposed
Space Solar Telescope. A I-meter optical telescope, it is a joint project with Germany and
is slated for launch in 2002. The telescope
will carry a multichannel polarizing spectrograph among other instruments and, with
high spatial resolution, will search for magnetic fields as strong as 500 gauss suspected
to exist in solar flares. (By contrast, the
Earth's magnetic field is about half a gauss.)
We heard other papers describing efforts
in contemporary astronomy education in
China. Prof. Cui ZhenHua, former director of
the Beijing Planetarium and now chair of the
Popularization Committee of the Chinese
Astronomical Society, summarized current
work in astronomical outreach. In addition
to university and graduate programs, popular astronomy enjoys widespread support.
Many high schools have astronomy groups
and some have observatories as well. Adult
and school-based amateur astronomy societies number about 30.
Planetariums are numerous as well-besides
the large planetariums in Beijing and Hong
Kong, China has nearly 100 midsize and
smaller planetariums. Built throughout the
1980s and 1990s, these facilities feature
domes in the six to ten-meter range and are

Vol. 27, No.3, September 1998

found primarily in schools, children's
palaces, and science museums.
Some astronomical facilities are underwritten by corporations. For example, Niu

Xiu Yun described her outreach programs
which are underwritten by the
Petrochemical Works. Their facilities include
an 8-meter planetarium, an observatory with

Symposium host Prof. Cui Shi Zhu, Director of the Beijing Planetarium
and Ancient Beijing Observatory.
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The author addressing the welcome session of the symposium.
a 20 cm refractor and teaching facilities, and
a second observatory with a 16-inch Meade
computer-controlled telescope equipped
with a CCD camera supported by a Pentium
586 for data reduction and linked for image
transfer to a large multifunction hall. The
latter observatory sits atop a beautiful tower
whose exterior is adorned with constellations.
Many papers covered aspects of historic
Chinese astronomy. Prof. Chen JiuJing
(China) described differences between the
traditional Chinese lunar mansions and
those of southern Chinese nationalities they divided the lunar ecliptic into 28 mansions; many were named for animals but
some were named for daily objects and all
were related to influences of the Moon as it
passed through them on its monthly circuit.
Zhao XiQun (China) explained the work of
the second century astronomer Zhang Heng,
who developed theories of an infinite evolving universe that were quite different from
the more static and finite models prevalent
in the West. Cai Nima (China) told of the
Shangdu Observatory. Founded in 1272 in
Mongolia, it used a yurt-like structure that
may have inspired the ornate domes later
built farther west in Samarkand. Qi Jing

8

(China) showed a fascinating connection
between star names and names of writing
ink used in the Ming Dynasty. Prof. Han
YanBen (China) described how records of
eclipses as far back as 300 BC can be used to
measure the secular slowing of the Earth's
rotation. They show the day lengthening by
2.4 milliseconds per century, consistent with
the slowdown rate expected from tidal friction.
Further papers explored connections and
contrasts between Chinese and European,
Indian, or Japanese astronomy. Dr. Ichiro
Hasegawa (japan) described the 7th century
work of Priest Min; inspired by study in
China, he was the first recorded Japanese
astronomer. Dr. Ramatosh Sarkar (India)
emphasized the contrast that Indian astronomy absorbed more Greek influence and was
ecliptic-based, whereas Chinese astronomy
was more equator-based. Lin Qiao (China)
showed another contrast: the Chinese
mythological organization of the sky was a
well-organized sOciety and centered on the
pole star, whereas the Greek placement of
myths in the sky had no systematic organization. Dr. Katalin Barlai (Hungary), reporting collaborative work with 1. Ecsady,
showed yet another contrast: Chinese conPlanetarian

stellation mythology is based on themes of
community, whereas Greek myths feature
the actions of individuals. But sharing same
latitude, the two cultures both saw the same
sky and their constellation mythology
shares common themes - for example, their
stories explaining the antipodal positions of
Orion and Scorpius both have a theme of
conflict. Dr. Juan Casanovas (Vatican) explained that the Jesuits brought to China the
Tychonic rather than the Copernican planetary model because they used Tycho's tables
of planet pOSitions, which were the most
accurate available.
Some papers focused on single cultures.
Prof. R. Subramanian (India) described many
aspects of historical Indian astronomy and
Amalendu Bandyopadhyay (India) focused
on the diverse computational work of the
19th century astronomer Samanta Chandrasekhar. Dr. Clive Ruggles (England) explained
evidence that prehistoric stone circles in
Britain may have been placed to give intervisibility between sites and to use horizon
features as lunar markers.
A pair of papers ranged over a variety of
cultures. T. C. Samaranayaka (Sri Lanka) gave
a evocative description of the achievements
of early skywatchers and Dr. George Reed
Vol. 27, No.3, ..
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(USA) outlined three stages
- primitive wonder, practical use, and advance of
knowledge - in the motivation for engagement
with the sky.
Several papers dealt with
planetariums and education methods. George Reed
(USA) emphasized the role
of smaller planetariums as
a classroom. Takatsugu
Yoshida of Minolta (Japan)
described many of the subtle sky cycles the new Infinium projector can
demonstrate. Kyoji Saito
0apan) explained a portable planetarium dome he
has designed. Jeanne Bishop (USA) described a
Starlab cylinder she designed based on ancient
Chinese sky figures. Dr. R.
Ramakarthikeyan (India)
demonstrated a variety of
participatory human models of teaching astronomy
and Prof. S. Gopinath
(India) outlined the last
half-century of progress in

Beijing Planetarium.

Some conference delegates and hosts: Niu Xiu Yun (China), Cui Shi-Zhu (China), Joan Reed (USA), Dale Smith (USA),
George Reed (USA), Jeanne Bishop (USA), Guo Xia (China), Lin Qiao (China)
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Huirou Solar Observatory.
Indian astronomical research and education.

Cultural activities
The paper-session days were also filled
with a variety of other activities. Lunch on
the first day was a Chinese banquet. Serving
after generous serving of Chinese food
appeared at our tables; rice and tea were just
the beginning, and we feasted on a wide variety of meats, vegetables, and seafood, some
familiar, many - such as eel - more exotic.
The next day lunch featured a McDonald's
carry-in and the following day we lunched
with the Colonel (Kentucky Fried Chicken).
We wondered if Pizza Hut was next in line,
but (gratefully, to my palate at least) we
returned to generous Chinese lunches the
last two days.
We were treated to Chinese opera the first
evening. Though my body protested from jet
lag, my mind was alert to the brilliant colorful costuming and was intrigued by the stories hidden for me behind the veil of a language of unfamiliar sounds and a music of
unfamiliar harmonies. Most of all, I was left
incredulous at the maze of multiple batonpassing by hand and foot without a single
miss!
The conference dates (Sept. 15-19, M-F) included the night of full moon before the
autumnal equinox. So we returned of an
evening to the Ancient Observatory courtyard for a sumptuous Chinese buffet and an
Autumn Moon Festival of song and dance.
Though we visitors could not follow the
words, we were charmed by the warmth of
the adult musicians and by the beauty of
their sound, and we were amazed at the
young children who exuded such talent and
stage presence. Then came the karaoke time,

10

and after hearing the rich voice of our new
friend Cai Nima of inner Mongolia, we
Westerners gathered our courage and sang
Happy Birthday to the Planetarium and
Ancient Observatory.
We also knew that an eclipse of the Moon
loomed later that night. At the invitation of
Li Bing, six of us piled in taxis to the observatory at the Hai Dian Youth Science and
Technology Center, where she teaches. The
Center serves 200,000 students from dozens
of primary and middle schools throughout
Beijing. We toured the new observatory
under construction and examined an
impressive gallery of astrophotos. First contact came around midnight, and we watched
the eclipse unfold from the roof-top "lnT~r,~h
amidst the silhouettes of enthusiastic students and their telescopes trained on the
moon high above the nightscape of
By 2 am. our body clocks were screaming at
the near all-nighter just two days out of
home 12 time zones away! A speedy taxi ride
across Beijing brought us to the hotel and an
early wake-up just four hours later.
After the paper sessions ended
Wednesday afternoon, the third day of the
symposium, we bade farewell to the Ancient
Observatory and moved to the Planetarium
its facade festooned with banners to cele~
brate its 40 years of astronomy education.
We toured the exhibit halls that surround
the dome. Although few of the international
delegates could read the language, the images
of the planets and the cascading stages of star
life were scenes familiar to us all. Then we
entered one of the world's most capacious
Recalling that volume goes as
the cube of the radius, it was sobering to realize that this 23-meter dome could hold nearPlanetarian

ly
times the volume of
meter dome. After time to look
were treated to a show on the search
in the Universe. While the narration
urally in Chinese, it was easy to follow
images from Earth to Mars to the
enjoy the
of
appreciate that though 1':I-n<T,,"rH'~
nents may separate us, a curiosity
common questions can serve to unite
We
then turned to the domes of the other
pair of observatory domes with lCIL:H..UlJO;::>
for public
and had time
the tree-lined
as wen.
The last two
were filled with SH!intSf'f'ing and tours. On
motored to the lakeside Huirou Solar
Observatory where we saw a model
Space Solar
tested.
tower which is more
appearance might suggest
and pedestal for a solar
set
roof above. An observatory dome rolls away
from the
to an r."·D ... I~~.~~;~~
age ledge. The
amidst lake,
made a strong
streets of
continued north toward the Great
first stopped for lunch in an enOnTIOl11
restaurant
the entire second
of a
Store whose calJac:i011S
ground floor is a superbly stocked retail
Soon we arrived at the Great Wall
along its crest as it undulated '
and
green mountains,
pictures with each other, and marveled
the magnitude of even this small
the Wall we had all heard of but were
seeing for
the first time. The
and meals of the
secure new bonds of trit:ncisnLip.
We spent the last
great
of
the
of Heaven in
afternoon. Temples and shrines rose
enormous courtyards. Dragons, lions,
a
sacred menagerie of symbols animate and
inanimate gave meaning to the UU.I1U.111~:::'
and spaces. Long stone
connected
the various temple
We stood
among a set of the
structures of one
of our planet'S great and
cultures.
Too soon, our time
in China was
at an end and we spread out to
separate ways home. But we had spent time in a
land where modern astronomers and
tarium educators are building in a twentiethcentury way on the rich heritage of those
who came before. We met dedicated, talented, and enthusiastic planetadans
busy
the wonders of the
with their classes and audiences in ..... £,~
and innovative ways, and who are eager to
reach out and build
... ; " "
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could be barriers of language and culture.
We came home enriched by what we had
learned and inspired by knowing new
friends and colleagues in a land that a week
earlier had seemed far away.

Appendix:
Welcoming Remarks
Delivered to the
Symposium
Good morning. It is a privilege for each of
us to be here. On behalf of the International
Planetarium SOCiety, it is a pleasure to salute
the work of the Beijing Planetarium and the
Ancient Beijing Observatory and to bring
greetings to you all.
In my remarks, I will address the planetarium as a resource for astronomy education
and will relate it to the content of this conference. First I will briefly describe IPS and its
work.

IPS and its work
IPS is the worldwide organization of planetarium professionals. Founded in 1970, it
has grown to a membership today of nearly
800 planetarians representing 35 countries
and six continents. In addition, eighteen
smaller regional planetarium associations in
Europe, Asia, and North America are currently affiliated with IPS. IPS is governed by an
Executive Council composed of the elected
officers and representatives of the regional
affiliates.
The current IPS President is Thomas
Kraupe of Munich, Germany, and he sends
his greetings to you all.
IPS and its regional affiliates serve their
members with a wealth of conferences, publications, and other resources. IPS publishes a
quarterly journal, the Planetarian, now in its
26th year.

members with slides of very
current images from space
missions and the Space
Telescope, and plans for a corresponding timely distribution of video clips are also
being made. These services
are provided in cooperation
with the Space Telescope
Science Institute and JPL and
with the regional affiliates.
Together with the officers,
a network of committees performs much of the society's
structural work and responds
to timely opportunities. For
example, a new initiative in
planning is the Partnership
Committee. We hope to facilitate twinning efforts between planetariums across
national boundaries, and to
hel p match resources with
areas of need. We have
recently inaugurated Astronomy Link, a roster of research
astronomers who are available to answer questions
from their planetarium colleagues. Other committees or
subcommittees include those
for finance, elections, awards,
outreach, language, publications, lasers, technology, astronomical accuracy, and the web.
The flagship activity of IPS is the biennial
conference. Held in even-numbered years at
planetariums around the world, these conferences bring together several hundred
planetarium professionals. Recent conference sites have included Borlange, Sweden in
1990; Salt Lake City, USA in 1992; Cocoa
Beach, Florida, USA in 1994i and most recently, Osaka, Japan in 1996. The Osaka confer-

In my remarks, I will address the planetarium as a resource for
astronomy education and will relate it to the content of this conference. First I will briefly describe IPS and its work.

IPS publishes two major biennial directories. One is the IPS Directory of the World's
Planetariums, a comprehensive listing of all
planetarium facilities known to us. The
other is the IPS Resource Directory, a listing of
hundreds of companies and organizations
providing products and services of interest
to planetarians.
IPS also produces occasional Special
Reports, and with the advent of electronic
communication, IPS is developing a comprehensive World Wide Web site.
Recently, IPS began a service to provide
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ence featured lively accounts of planetarium
and science centre work across Asia, including Japan, China and Hong Kong, Kuwait,
Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, and Vietnam, as well as papers
given by planetarians from Europe, North
America, and Australia.
The forthcoming 1998 conference will be
held next year in London, England, UK from
June 28-July 2. In addition to paper, poster,
discussion, and workshop sessions, this conference will feature visits to Stonehenge and
Greenwich and a post-tour to astronomical
Planetarian

Li Bing on the Great WalL

sites in Ireland. We are also hoping to provide remote interactive access to parts of the
conference for members unable to travel to
London. We hope you will consider attending. If you are interested, please see me for
further information.
The year 2000 conference will be' held in
the Planetarium de Montreal in Montreal,
Quebec, Canada, and we are currently considering proposals for the 2002 conference
site.

Planetariums and Astronomy
Education
Founded as star theatres in the 1920s, planetariums have diversified in the last generation to become major centers of astronomy
and science education. The star projector
which guards the center of every planetarium has been joined in most midsize and larger facilities by one or more of a host of other
projection systems, such as automated banks
of slide projectors, a variety of special visual
effects projectors, whole-dome graphics projection, whole-dome color laser systems, one
or more video projectors, multichannel
sound systems, large format film projectors,
new dome-filling seamless digital video systems, and audience response systems.
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All these systems have served to expand
the educational potential and mission of the
planetarium. With their use guided by the
educational vision of the director, these tools
can help convey both the content and the
excitement of an enormous range of astronomical and other scientific themes, and
they can do so in a way that attracts and
appeals to audiences of the 1990s and
beyond. Planetariums can report the latest
resul ts from the depths of space, they can
retell an ancient sky legend in a captivating
way, and they can display the timeless beauty of the starry sky.
Planetariums now serve public audiences
and school classes in at least 82 countries
around the world. They are found in schools,
in colleges and universities, in science centers and museums, and as stand-alone facilities, and an increasing number of portable
planetaria are joining the world's 2000 fixed
domes. Planetariums range from small, oneperson facilities in schools to large, high-tech
facilities in science centers. Together, the
world's planetariums serve more than 40
million visitors a year, and so they are powerful centers for bringing astronomy to the
public.
Though planetariums are evolving into
diverse multimedia theatres, a central component of their worldwide appeal lies in the
sight of dark star-filled sky that planetariums
alone among public theatres can project and

teach. The sight of this sky is the common
heritage of all our diverse cultures. The sight
of this sky was the template on which all
ancient astronomy was built and is the foundation from which modern astronomy has
grown.

Planetaria and Chinese
The people of China, both ancient and
modern, have responded to this sky. Most of
us who teach astronomy or run planetaria
have recounted the story of the "guest star"
whose record in Chinese chronicles of the
year 1054 inspired the modern discovery of
the Crab Nebula supernova remnant. Today,
the 20th century successors of these ancient
Chinese astronomers are conducting their
own active supernova search program at the
Beijing Observatory. Planetariums can tell
the story of both.
Many of us in the West have pOinted out
the Milky Way and the stars Vega and Altair,
and then told the touching Chinese story of
the lovers Chih Nu, Goddess of Weaving,
and Ch'ien Nu, royal herdsman, who for
neglect of their duties were banished to
opposite banks of the heavenly river.
Planetariums are superbly equipped to share
with the world the astronomical heritage of
ancient cultures such as China, and many
planetarium programs have already done
this. For example, a program on ancient

Chinese astronomy was among
oped in an ,-,,,+r/v,.,r.VYl',,/rnu+h.rlir)(Yv
the late 1980s in the US and

later in the conference, a projection
for portable
has
oped to show the Chinese constellations
the starfield.
Because the sky is international,
the planetarium, and so too are very
planetarium educators. IPS seeks to
and
this international
our
tural viewpoint.
are:
our m~~mbelrship;
that
in
and across
will become part of IPS. In this way,
more
share our resources and ,",","in-I"-/-,,
with each other, and enhance our
astronomy educators.
(2) to foster more international ex(:mm~:e
among our members so that members
each country learn more of the rich heJrit,lge
of astronomy in other nations
from the
methods of
international '-VJL>'-«""
(3) to promote contacts between IPS
bers and
in
fields, such as research astronomers
other science educators.
The planet:arrum
\-< .... C>.

cussed in this
sium. Planetarians
among the
in this conference,
many of our
at home would
work
perhaps mc:orpOlratllllg
them into their
tional programs. Collaboration between

conference.

The Forbidden City.
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the '-''''''A'''~U' culture of the
sources were
men
were told as children about
and its rituals. It was from
that the story of the bear and its 'H"'''A~Y>''-''''~''
ing ceremony emer.!2:ed.
For the sake of
mary of

I

Planetarians always have used Stone Age
constellations and legends in programs.
In recent years there has been a trend to use
them as a means of introducing audiences to
the cultures of primitive peoples. In North
America, the best known Native American
the stars of
constellation is a bear formed
Ursa major. In one of the most common legends the four stars Delta, Gamma, Beta and
Alpha are the bear, and the stars Eta, Zeta,
and Epsilon are three warriors stalking the
bear through the
Alcor is a dog accompanying the hunters. Supposedly, the warriors shoot the bear in autumn. The bear
escapes into his den, recovers over the winter, and the next spring, the hunt resumes.
Common as the story is, I had never seen it
attributed to any particular group or culture
of Native Americans.
A couple of years ago a Lenape Indian sent
me a paper published in 1945 by Frank Speck,
a University of Pennsylvania anthropologist.
The paper documented the Lenape Indians
as the source of this constellation and its
accompanying legend (9). Dr. Speck published in a limited circulation journal that is
now defunct. As a result, the paper probably
would be missed by an archaeoastronomer
searching the literature. The Lenape are a
part of the Native Americans known as the
Eastern Woodlands Indians, a large group of
Native Americans of similar socio-economic
cultures who lived in the deciduous forests
of the eastern United States. Nothing appears
to be known about the astronomical knowledge of these peoples. In an extensive review
of the astronomical knowledge and practices
of United States' Native Americans, Williamson (10) does not mention them. Modern
publications by anthropologists such as
Harrington (4) and Kraft (6) make no reference to the topic. Speck's paper provides
some insight into how this group of Native
Americans viewed the sky. This article is a
summary of Speck's paper, and my conclusions as to what it tells us about the astronomical knowledge of the Lenape.
The Lenape called themselves Lenni
Lenape. European colonists called them the
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Delaware, and both names are widely used
today. They lived mainly in New Jersey and
eastern Pennsylvania with the bulk of their
population living along the Delaware River.
They were divided into many bands living
in villages. Individuals identified with their
own village, hunting territory, and river tributary. The village chief was the highest political authority. Although villages interacted
socially and economically, there was no
large scale tribal organization until after the
colonists came. That event was so threatening that the villages banded into together as
a tribe in order to have a strong base for
negotiations with the colonists. The tribe
existed only for that purpose and no other.
In the fall and winter each village split
into groups who roamed their territory
hunting and fishing. As spring approached,
the groups returned to the village to prepare
and plant their fields. During the summer
and harvest season they stayed in the
but as winter approached, resumed their
nomadic roaming. Hunting was a ~'-'.l"'HJUJ
ritual.
believed animals possessed
were
its, and prayers to the animal's
said before hunting. They routinely hunted
bear in the winter when the animals were
hibernating (2,6).
The Lenape were among the first Native
Americans to have contact with European
settlers. Unfortunately, their culture was
never documented before it was changed
contact with the Europeans, and all accounts
of their culture are based on studies done
long after they were influenced by Western
belief and culture and had eX1Jerilellic:ed
sive cultural, physical, and economic
tions.
1758 the Lenape were so discouraged that most ceded their land to settlers
and migrated west. Most of the tribe eventually settled in Oklahoma where
still
live. A small group went to the Six Nations
Reservation in Canada.
The Canadian Lenapes followed their
native religion until about 1850 when they
converted to Christianity. In the 1930s
began an extensive series of interviews with
the Six Nations' Lenapes, trying to retrieve
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role in
the turtle grew a great cedar tree.
tree came the first man and y.,," - ~~
were the ancestors of all
believed in
of the dead, and th()m!ht ",,,,y·t-h._hr,,,.-,rI
events and creatures were a copy of
events and
One of the major
ceremonies of
the year was the Great Bear Sacrifice.
ceremony celebrated the
life.
""In the firmament is the visible form
celestial bear, the constellation
major; on earth, the bear of the forest.
bear is eternal, the earth bear
are killed
men and return in
the real above, whence
when born in their dens. And among
was one, who, each year, was ~""''-'LAH'-U
become a vicarious sacrifice to attest
devotion of men to the creed of their
tral
To them the
between the life and death of men
existence of
and the celestial bear
was a manifest tenet in support
belief in the continuity of all life and its
indlestru(:titdlity And in pe]~fOl~mimr
existences,
of the Creator."JI
sources was very
which stars formed
bear
and which the hunters. He also stated that
the star Alcor was a
OelOngmlg to one of
the hunters. 1
The
Ul-lHU.AHJ~J were
wooden structures much
were wide. All
ceremonies were
held in the
House, a
house about
meters (30 feet) wide and 17 meters (SO feet)
long. Doors faced due west and east. Inside,
furniture and decorations were
according to strict ceremonial demands, and
all
moved
to strict
ritual. In the case of the Bear Sacrifice
mony the arrangement of
location of
officials reflected
.)...,,_'-AJlH_.

position of the stars of Ursa major (Diagram
1). The movements of the ritual performers

reflected the movement of Ursa major. In the
center of the room was an upright beam
made of an entire tree. The tree represented a
connection between the Creator at the
zeni th and the earth.
In early winter a woman of the tribe experienced a revelation that told her it was time
for the Bear Sacrifice Ceremony and the location of the den of the sacrificial bear. Speck's
paper has conflicting information on how
the date was determined. Early in the paper
he specifically states ''''the time set for the
Bear Sacrifice Ceremony was at the appearance of the first phase of the moon in January."" A later statement is ""she was the
medium through which the revelation came
that the time had arrived for the sacrifice festival and that the bear destined for the sacrifice was be found in a certain place."" In a
third statement, he gives the time of the ceremony as ''''the new phase of the moon of
late January or early February."" The woman
notified the chief who presided over the subsequent ceremony. The chief's first step was
to summon twelve men of high social rank
who were charged with hunting and killing
the bear.
These twelve went to the den deSignated
by the revelation and, in strict ritualistic
words and knocks on the tree, called forth
the hibernating bear. The bear was killed by
a blow to the head. Lenape belief held that
the Creator had informed the bear of its fate
so it did not resist death.
The bear's carcass was taken to the Big
House, skinned according to ritual, and the
skin placed on the east side of the center
post. East was used because "the bear makes
its winter den of hibernation on the east side
of the trees, and sleeps there until its revival
in the spring." There it remained un til a new
skin replaced it the following year. Then a
ten-day religious ceremony began in which
all the adult villagers participated.
The first four nights of the ceremony consisted of a talk by the chief on ethics. Each
talk started at dark and lasted until the waxing moon could be seen above the tree tops.
In Speck's paper there are three separate
statements about the timing of the ceremony. The first is a direct quotation from
Nikacit, one of his sources. 1) ""Then all us

people came into the Big House. A new
moon elevated as high as the tree tops sets
and goes down. Then the chief stands right
in the middle of the floor of the Big House
and talks to these people"." 2) III1It was separately explained by Nikacit that the night
pra yer-service, occupying the first five
nights, ceased when the new moon came
into full view above the top line of the forest
bordering the clearing in the midst of which
stood the Big House. This meant that the
prayer session of these nights began and
ended in the dark and that it began about an
hour later each night of the first five. The
length of the preaching periods was automatically shortened, it would seem,
about
an hour on each successive night."" 3) ""The
new phase of the moon of late January and
early February, as the case might have been
at the time referred to. was the time-piece of
the Bear Sacrifice Ceremony. It has been
painted out that the ritual service of the first
five nights began with the chief's moralizing
discourses during that part of the night
before the luminary crescent appeared above
the tree-tops. In the words of Nekacit, "the
chief kept on preaching as long as the moon
was not in sight for each of the first five
nights. When the moon appeared he stopped
and the company of worshippers dispersed
for that night." We also note as being significant that, while the preaching period opened
about an hour later each successive night,
the moon was waxing larger of these nights
from the first quarter phase to the second or
near half-moon dimension. In short, the
preaching formed a first half of the ten
nights ceremony, and was correlated with
the period of darkness and with the weakest
phase of the luminary, seemingly as a prelude to the second half of the ceremony
devoted to the dancing and singing rituals
which were timed to the third, nearly full,
and the full, phase of the "night sun"."" The
evening concluded with a feast of meat from
the slain bear.
The fifth night began with a sermon by
the chief which ceased at the appearance of
the moon. When he finished, a doorkeeper
took from the chief a sacred rattle made of a
turtle shell. This he presented to the Reciters
of Dreams who sat in a line on the south
wall. There were five to six of the Reciters.
The Reciter nearest the east door received

chant or song while
wise around the center post. The
then laid on the floor and
rnrH71r1rr

placed it on the floor between the
the center post. In this
the
resented Alcor. The Reciters were
holy men, chosen among other
having visions. The chants of n'-'-'CL.l"
drums.
The next step was the Man's
dancers, all young men, followed a
file in a dance
around the center post,
danced.
The Mixed Dance followed. Led
the dancers were of both sexes.
counter-clockwise
between
and the doors. The Men's dance
between the fires and the center post.
The last dance was done
women
a man. It also moved counterclockwise.
dance ended the formal ceremony althOUllh
the tribe
continue with social
ties which included
remainder of the
10th night T<:>r\,<,>::.h,rl
other dances as part of the ceremony.
The entire ceremony celebrated
nuity of life as
bear.
died, moved into the
UU1.' .... Jllt<,

lows:
eons ago there were ten
wished to obtain greater
They sought the advice of a great
spiri tual power. He took them to an
and told them to remain there without
except that he brought them. Each pv,::>nincr
the spiritual man brought each
cake. He gave each
From the river he

turn each
in the

a cake and
became stars.

1 Speck noted "Oklahoma Delawares employ the same trope for the constellation. To them the bear is headless and the
is
to
up with the head (identified with Corona borealis by one informant). When the junction is made, the world will come to an end, he recited.
Zeisberger relates the outline of legend among the Delawares in which the sidereal bear is pursued by hunters with a little dog. The three
in the form of a triangle represent the head of a bear, which they cut from the trunk and threw down.
Witapano'xwe, a Delaware traditionalist in Oklahoma, gave a mythical belief that the sky-bear was overtaken and killed at a
the year by a pursuer. When the bear has been caught his grease falls to earth and appears as grease and drops of water on leaves of
which have fallen to ground A semblance of unity runs through the bear constellation tales from the Iroquois to the Wabanaki and Miemae of
the extreme east coast, yet the details in each group of fables do not match each other closely."
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Speck said this story was the origin of the
Men's Dance.
The liO'v-Hear
A couple had a baby boy whose mother
often took the infant to visit his grandparents. One night as she walked home a bear
accosted her, and took the baby from her
arms.
The whole tribe searched but could not
find the baby. On the second bear hunting
time following the child's loss, an old shebear with three normal cubs and a fourth
abnormal one was found. The old woman
who had the dream of the finding of the
bear for the great feast dreamed of the cubs
and had the chief institute a search for them.
The bear fought and was killed, then the
three normal cubs were killed. The hunters
recognized the abnormal cub as the lost
child and brought him home. When he
reached adulthood he was selected as one of
the hunters for the Bear Sacrifice Ceremony.
When they neared the den of the sacrificial
bear, he grew sad, and refused to participate
in any part of the ceremony. According to
Speck, the Lenape distinguished between
smooth- and rough-haired bear. The former
had little fur, and were supposed to be related to the young man in the story. The

Lenape never hunted or killed smooth bear.
According to Speck, Native Americans all
along the east coast, from Nova Scotia to
Florida, saw Ursa major as a bear. Only the
Lenape, though, developed an elaborate ritual about the constellation./I
Considering that Speck's sources were
elderly men recalling accounts they had
heard as children, it is reasonable to ask how
accurate his paper is? Numerous statements
in the paper describe practices that were
widespread among Native Americans (7,10).
The alignment of the Big House along the
cardinal points, the layout of the objects
within to reflect a celestial object, the movement of the sacred rattle east to west along
the southern wall (which reflects the path of
the sun through the sky), the dance movement counterclockwise, the emphasis on the
cardinal point east, the belief that hunting
was a sacred rite, and establishment of the
date of the ceremony by a vision experienced by a woman - all these practices were
common among Native Americans. Harrington (4) studied the rituals of the Lenape living in Oklahoma, and his papers recount
many identical or similar practices. It is likely that overall the paper is correct.
Speck lived long before the field of

archaeoastronomy was
therefore did not ask questions
would be common. He also seems
assumed any astronomy the LCllaIJC;)
was primitive.
we know that
Americans were superb astronomers,
seems reasonable to assume that the
were also.
Speck was clearly
different ways, i.e. the moon
vision, for establishing the date of
mony. He saw them as c0I1tradlct(xy
he failed to understand
lishes the
but not which month. The month
lished when the woman's vision
Because Speck's sources referred to the
I think Speck made the UUIJU'-', a~;sUl:nption
the Lenape used a lunar calendar,
failed to realize
Native Americans,
tural tribes, used solar calendars (7, 10),
most likely the Lenape did also. The
sis on east in the Big House, the bear
on the east side of the tree, the movement of
the sacred rattle east to west along the
ern wall, and the bear's skin on the east side
of the center post - all these suggest

Layout and seating arrangements for the Bear Sacrific Ceremony. (From Speck, 1945). Supposedly, it reflects the arrangement of the stars of
Ursa major. The rattle between the chief and the tree trunk represents Alcor.
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calendar. The combination of a life-style that
was both nomadic and agricultural made a
solar calendar imperative. Only a solar calendar would have told them when to return to
the village in the spring and start the preparations for planting. Likewise, only a solar
calendar would have told them to begin the
preparations for the hunting season.
As individuals, Native Americans were
and still are mostly unconcerned with keeping calendars and track of time. But there
were times when it was absolutely necessary
to establish a precise date, usually when an
important religious event had to correlate
with a natural, seasonal phenomena. Usually,
someone was assigned to keep a calendar-an
individual that archaeoastronomers have
named the astronomer-priest (10). The old
woman with the vision may have been the
calendar keeper for the village.
If we assume the calendar keeper was the
woman with a vision, the next question is
how did she do it? Many Native Americans
practiced some version of horizon astronomy using the sun, although some tribes are
known to have kept solar calendars using
the seasonal rising of certain stars. It is hard
to understand how a people living deep in
the forest could have used classic horizon
astronomy with the detail and accuracy used
by such tribes as the Anasazi and the Pueblo.
The Lenape might have used a simpler version by locating a clearing with clear views
to the east or west, and placing markers.
Standing at a constant location, the woman
could have used the markers to establish the
rising or setting point of the sun on the
equinoxes and the solstices. If she could
accurately identify these dates, then she
needed only to establish the phase of the
moon on that date. Then she could have
simply counted the number of days to the
phases of the moon for the next two or three
months. Williamson states that he thinks all
Native Americans could determine the actual dates of the equinoxes and the solstices (8).
In some tribes, the basic method of keeping the calendar was known to every member of the band. In other tribes, it was secret
knowledge held closely by the astronomerpriest. Lenape villages functioned democratically, and it seems likely most of the tribe
understood the method the woman used.
Furthermore, part of her vision identified the
location of den, and I think it likely that
most of the villagers already knew in
advance where the bear was.
Speck did not think to ask why this ceremony occurred in January or February.
However, we now know Native Americans
usually frequently tied religious ceremonies
to a natural phenomena; thus they had to
establish in advance the date on which the
phenomenon was to occur in order to pre16

pare. I suspect that, since the ritual involved
killing a bear and the Lenape hunted bears in
winter, the date reflected some aspect of the
hibernation biology of bears. Historically,
the biological literature has stated that bear
do not truly hibernate but fall into a light
sleep. (The bear hunted by the Lenape was
the common American bear, Ursus americanus, a species with many subspecies).
However, a careful review of the literature
shows that over the past few years biologists
have revised this view (1, 3, 8). Light sleep is
typical only of bears kept in zoos. Wild bears,
if they are without food and in temperatures
below freezing, do truly hibernate, i.e. experience a deep stupor accompanied by drastically lowered metabolic rates. It takes bears
about two weeks after they enter dens to
reach this state; most probably it takes about
the same period to emerge from hibernation.
(The lowered body temperature of hibernation takes about two weeks to achieve in
large animals; it will take about the same
time to raise body temperature in the
spring.) It seems probable that woman was
tying the date of the Great Bear Ceremony to
a hibernation stage. Dens are usually too
small for a human to enter, and it would be
impossible to waken the animal from hibernation. The best time for hunting would be
as it wakens, but is not fully alert. With practice, the Lenape could have realized the time
of the year for this stage though they could
not have had any understanding of the
underlying biological phenomena. This
would account for the belief that the bear
did not resist being slain because it knew of
its fate. In fact, the bear was still too stupefied
to resist.
a
But why describe the woman as
vision or revelation? The Lenape were
deeply religious and saw themselves as part
of a natural order established by the Creator.
They did not attribute to themselves any
independence of action or ability. So the
woman, as well as the rest of her band, probably saw her ability to establish a date as a gift
from the Creator. From the view point of the
Lenape the ability to determine a date could
have been described as a vision given by the
Creator-a different use of the word that is
unfamiliar to persons accustomed to other
religious faiths.
A puzzling aspect of Speck's paper is the
statement that bear hibernate in trees with
an opening on the east side of the tree. U.
americanus uses many types of sites for dens.
It would be out-of-character for a Native
American to make an inaccurate statement
like this, although Speck did not seem to
know it is wrong. Because east always had a
special significance to Native Americans, it
seems more likely that the Lenape interpreted the location of a bear in such a site as a
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sign that this was the bear sent
Creator. It is also
that the
location of the sacrificial bear was unkno""rn
to the villagers. Since the
hunted bear, each

the number of bears in any
hunting area had to be small. Almost
ly the sacrificial animal was male; in any
lage's territory there could have
more than one or two male bears
ing in a tree with the opening
The woman of vision
confirmed
which particular bear to kill.
most important function was calendar
ing.
Speck's rl",';:rrjnti,
ceremony is
use standard astronomical
it's
hard to decide what he meant. But it appears
he is describing an astronomical
ty. He seems to state that the ceremony
occurred
the first half of the lunar
cycle. However, during most of this
visible above tree tops as
the moon is
the sun sets. Therefore the chief could not
have used the appearance of the moon
above the treetops as a
to end
course. Nor is it clear
the
times of moomise shortened the Cel"enl0]OV
Moonrise would be approximately an hour
later each
but it is difficult to see how
this
shortened the ceremony.
Moonrise would be in
not
night. (Talks with several contemporary
anthropologists familiar with the
add to the confusion.
state that
did not have a consistent way of
describing the phases of the moon. This
makes the problem even more
stated that his sources had great
ficulty expressing many of the concepts and
steps of the ceremony. It is not clear whether
this was simply due to the
of
religious belief to someone of
another faith or whether the sources
little ~H,","'-'H.
exclusive. So the
statements about the
of the ceremony
may
represent bad translation and
that Speck knew so little astronomy he failed
to realize the impossibility of this
Puzzling as Speck's paper
does confirm that Lenape ritual
were tied to the
in a way
of precolonial Native Americans. All the Eastern
Woodland Indians had
beliefs and
HAL/'-ULAU,

HHI-''-''''-'''JAH
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Perhaps one of the most difficult aspects
of planetarium operation in this day in age,
is gaining the attention of potential visitors.
With such a plethora of "alternative" entertainment options, the planetarium is often
thought of as being "old-news" and operating with relatively old technology, as compared to other options available for the average seeker of weekend entertainment. More
"modern" entertainment venues such as
large-format projection technology, motion
simulator rides, virtual-reality simulators,
and even the simple improvement of
Hollywood feature films all played a part in
the limitation of growth potential in the
planetarium industry today.
While many do consider the planetarium
to be a more laid-back and educational form
of entertainment as opposed to the latest feature film, many consider it to be just as entertaining not to mention interesting, as these
other entertainment options that are available today. It is my belief, that if promoted
in a similar fashion to that of other, largebudget entertainment, the planetarium can
once again establish itself as an excellent
form of entertainment, education, and interest. Just because most facilities are operating
on a limited budget does not mean that the
options for promotion are eliminated. In the
world of media today, there are hundreds of
ways by which you, your staff, and more
importantly, your facility, can obtain the
media attention necessary to build your visitor base.
I have written this article as a broadcast
professional and an interested party in the
planetarium industry who is attempting to
aid you in promoting your facility through
the same channels that the larger-budget
operations do. The nice thing about promotion and advertising is that it has the ability

to be effective on a small budget as well as a
large budget, so regardless of your financial
resources, you can still wage an effective promotions campaign. Whether it's a specific
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AdVe1tisiiru! is
more cOlmnaeI'Clali,
and includes paid mentions of any
Examples of advertising include
ments in newspapers, radio, or
Advertising is more
than
tion and typically presents more of
action" than promotional activities. An
advertisement may say "Visit the
etarium" whereas promotion may
mention the planetarium, and
phone number or address.
Because both Df()illiotion
work towards the same
it is irnnAl·t~H~t
for any campaign to incorporate the
both. Promotion
a more
nity relations" angle to your carnp':ligla,
advertising provides a more "commercial"
overtone.
combining these two, your
product will be a well-rounded carnp;aig:n.

I have written this article as a broadcast professional a
interested party in the planetarium industry who is attempting to
aid you in promoting your facility through the same channels
the larger-budget operations do. The nice thing about promotion
and advertising is that it has the ability to be effective on a
budget as well as a large budget ...
campaign to spread the word of a particular
show or a general planetarium awareness
campaign, the following tips and ideas
should help you effectively develop a promotional plan and execute the plan for maximum exposure.

The
Between
Promotion and
Both promotion and advertising programs
are designed with the same goal in mind.
However, there are large differences between
the two:
Promotion typically involves free mentions or associative mentions that bring the
name or likeness of the planetarium in with
other related context. An example of promotion would be the writing of an astronomy
article by a planetarium staffer for a local
newspaper, or an interview with the local
TV station on the next big comet. Promotional activities typically incur little or no
cost, and provide a good source of in-context
name recognition. Promotion usually results
in a mutual gain between both parties involved. To use the above example, the newspaper receives an article to print, and the
planetarium receives a promotional

Chris Reed is the President of CSR Media, a Denver-based broadcast consultancy firm. In
addition to broadcast services, CSR Media also provides extensive marketing and show
development services to the planetarium community.
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When promoting the
any other business, it's imlDOItarlt
mind some basic fundamentals of Olrh'Qrtic_
ing and promotion. Each of the
rules should be kept in mind
planning and implementation stages of your
campaign.
1.

activities to specific audiences. There no
point in promoting the planetarium to a
group of people who are unlikely to visit in
the first place.
2. Coordination is perhaps one of the most
important aspects of marketing. You can't
expect a good return on any carnpaign
includes only one form of media. For example, don't expect high success rates if you
only place radio advertisements. The definition of an advertiSing campaign is a collaboration of advertiSing and promotion workto any
is
ing together. The
repetition, and by placing ads and promotional materials that repeat the message,
to be successyour campaign is more
ful.
3. Demonstrate
You
may want to implement a nl;mnpri marketing campaign right before a big celestial
event, such as a comet, or rare
.L

ing, or a space related event such as a well
publicized shuttle mission, or the recent
launch of the Cassini space probe. Such
placement will result in targeting those who
already have a curiosity towards the planetarium due to existing media coverage.
4. Don't become discouraged when your
promotional campaign doesn't yield results
immediately. Like all aspects of marketing,
these things take time, and any well planned
campaign will almost always be successful.
Just be patient.
S. Record your results. This is perhaps one
of the most important items to keep in
mind Track how well your efforts are working by asking visitors where they heard of
the planetarium. Keep track of where you've
placed mentions, advertisements, what TV
and radio stations you've been mentioned
on and track where your primary visitor
base is coming from. This will help you target your resources when developing future
campaigns.

Promotion: Press Releases
One of the Cheapest and most effective
methods of promoting your planetarium is
to write and submit a press release. Press
releases are specially written announcements
made to the local media outlets to spread the
word of a particular event. The key with
press releases is they must be timely and contain some sort of material that can be considered newsworthy. Prime examples would be
the opening of a new show, the selling of a
locally-produced show-kit to other facilities,
or a special show to feature an upcoming
astronomical event such as the appearance
ofa comet.
Press releases should begin with a headline, followed by the words "For Immediate
Release," the date, and a contact name and
telephone number where the members of
the press may call to obtain further information. Releases should never be more than
four or five paragraphs and should contain
the "5 W'S," who, what, where, when, and
why, in the first paragraph. The subsequent
paragraphs should contain more background
information on the headline. Simply put,
start specific and then generalize.
If you are submitting a press release to general media (i.e. the daily newspaper, television stations, etc.), then write the release to
contain the information that the general
public either wants or needs regarding your
headline. If you plan to submit the release to
other organizations, perhaps the local astronomy club, then change the headline, and the
focus of the release to contain more information on astronomical principles relating to
your overall release topic. When a feature
film is released, about ten or fifteen releases
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are produced, each focusing on a different
aspect of the program. Here are some examples of various release headlines for a hypothetical new show on Saturn:
1. "Saturn Show Lands at ABC Planetarium" - general release
2. "New Saturn Show Presents Findings of
Possible Life on Planet" - science release
3. "Students Learn of Great Ringed Planet
in New Show" - student/education
release
4. "John Doe Narrates New Show on
Saturn" - production related release
After writing several releases that cover
the same basic information, but with a different angle, determine which media outlets
should receive the releases. Be sure to target
all possible media outlets and don't forget
school newspapers, school-district parent
newsletters, parenting newsletters and magazines, etc. Also be sure to get the word out to
individual schools, day-care centers, and
other organizations that may be able to provide you with a strong audience.
Press releases are not designed to be published directly. Generally the basic information will be published, or a reporter from the
media organization will call to follow up,
and develop a story based upon the release.
Always ask the reporter, or ask when you
make your follow up call, to repeat the information they have to verify its accuracy. Be
available to take calls from media contacts,
keep a list of who responded and who didn't,
and build a strong media-contacts list for
future promotional activities.
Here are some more general rules for writing a release:
1. Write your release on letterhead.
2. Begin with specifics and then generalize.
3. If your release is two pages, place a ".. /" at
the bottom of your first page, flush
right.
4. Do not staple the pages of a release.
S. End your release with "# # #", centered
at the bottom of the last page.
6. Send releases to the attention of the
News Director or ASSignment Editor.
7. Send releases to every media outlet,
regardless of whether you think they'll
respond to it.
8. Always follow up with a telephone call
to verify that the release was received.

Promotion: Interviews
Like the press release, providing interviews
to local media outlets can be a major source
of promotion for your facility. Interviews are
typically requested by media outlets prior to
or during some sort of big astronomic or
space related event, such as the recent Comet
Hale-Bopp or the Cassini space probe launch.
Unlike press releases, media interviews proPlanetarian

vide a specific person of the staff
opportunity to promote the plallletaI'iUlm
through their
and ",,",,,,.or·He£)
specific topic.
There are many types of interviews
there are many methods
which
conducted. Most electronic media,
radio and television will
your facility and
with a
member of the staff (Le. chief astronomer,
etc.) with respect to the topiC of the
Often the interview that you
edited down into a single
to ten seconds, whereas other times, a
may conduct live interview that may
minute or longer. Other interviews
that the staff member travel to the
outlet, limiting the amount of exposure
the planetarium but still
the
munitya glimpse into what your plallletarium has to offer.
Print interviews are
less formal
and offer comparable amounts of . .
for your facility.
a reporter
photographer from the periodical will visit
your facility and take meticulous notes
respect to your statements and may even
take a few photographs for
rr
tion.
Regardless of the type of interview you
give, here are some basic rules to follow:
1. Make sure the reporter has your full
name, title, and institution name
has it spelled correctly for use
captions or credit lines.
2. Speak clearly and
reporter and avoid using cOluplex
tific terms or examples remember your
audience.
3. Give the reporter a copy of your
tarium brochure and/or current show
schedule. Be sure this material is up-todate and has a current address and telephone number.
4. If your interview is for television, dress
neatly and professionally.
S. Thank the reporter for asking you to
participate and offer to
your
assistance again should the need arise.
.n.''"'V,H.U

UV •. Ll1UCH
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Almost every major media outlet in the
country offers some sort of
calendar" feature which highlights current
events and happenings within the community. Such features often appear in weekend
sections of newspapers, and on
programs of radio and television stations.
Typically, the media outlets offer lists of
musicals, plays, lectures,
events,
nivals, festivals, and other cultural Olrt;u1jfi",c
in these sections. Seldom, though, do you
find planetaria listed in such features -
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madly because the media is unaware as to
their existence as an entertainment venue.
The media cannot publicize something if
they do not know it is there. Such listings are
de;igl1ed for one-time events, such as planetarium show
star-gazing opportunities, etc.
Unfortunately, there are no right or
wrong ways to submit an item to a "community calendar" feature. The best way to get
your shows listed is to simply contact your
local media outlets and inquire about such
features. When you call, ask for the Public
Affairs director who will be able to tell you
the process by which you can submit your
event. Be sure to do this six to eight weeks
before a given event, as most stations require
that each entry be channeled through a
review process to determine its merit.
stations require that you submit
information, but generally it's a
send them the following:
1. Name ofthe event.
2. Date(s) of the event.
3. Time(s) of the event.
4. Contact telephone number.
S. Address
6. A brief description of the event.
Though small, "community calendar"
mentions can be powerful and often are seen
by very large audiences.

Media
At this point we begin to move into the
advertising options which are available to
planetaria at relatively low costs. Unlike
methods of promotion, which attempt to
raise public awareness, most advertising blaattempts to "bring in" the visitors to
your facility. AdvertiSing can
incorporate more information and have a more
"call to action" type mood or attitude, as
compared to promotion methods. As you
might expect, the cost of including advertising in a campaign is greater than that of a
promotions effort. This is not
due to
the relatively high cost of ad
but
also the costs that lie within advertisement
development as television and radio production often must be handled by third-party
service bureaus.
Though expensive, advertising is often a
very effective "backup" or "reinforcement"
media that can be used in coordination with
promotional efforts elsewhere. Unlike methods of promotion, however, advertising
must create a sense of urgency in the mind
of the listener or viewer, that is, a reason to
come to the planetarium now. It is for this
reason that advertising often works best
when a new show starts at your facility or
you are introducing a major new exhibit.
With a combination of free promotional
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mentions and several advertisement
ments your campaign is almost guaranteed
to increase your visitor base.
Because of the changing nature of the elecI have elected not to
tronic media
devote a great deal of time to
the
details of broadcast advertising. The
outlines
points to remember
when placing advertiSing on radio and television and guidelines to keep in mind. If you
are interested in learning more about radio
advertiSing, you may contact The Interep
Radio Store, 100 Park Avenue, New York, NY
10017, or The Radio AdvertiSing Bureau, 304
Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10010. For
information about television ~rl'<T~'""';";~
contact your local television stations or
cable operators.
Here are some general gUidelines to
in mind when developing an electronic
media campaign:
1. Have your advertisements professionally produced if you cannot do so yourself. Do not compromise the
of
your campaign with poorly f-J~'-/UL''-'-U
spots.
2. If you have not caught the attention of
the audience within the first five to ten
seconds, your advertisement has failed.
3. Repetition is key.
advertising frequently.
offer package deals which
you a
certain number of spots per week.
4. Mention the name of your facility or
show at least four times in a
secondspot.
5. If you are creating television spots, ask
yourself: Can the viewer still understand the spot without hearing it? What
about without seeing it?
times
people mute the television
commercial breaks or simply hear the commercial from a neighboring room.
6. Never accept the station rate card at
their face value. Stations are
open to negotiations. Also
about
unsold airtime deals.
7. Target your advertising to one or two
radio stations and network affiliated television stations. With radio, make
sure that the station targets the same
demographic as your visitor base. It
doesn't make much sense advertising a
planetarium or science center on the
teenager's radio station.
8. Do your homework. Know about advertising and ratings terms before you meet
with a media advertising representative.

Print display advertising is often less
expensive, but equally effective as electronic
media advertising. Unlike electronic media,
Plane tar ian

it is easy to create
own
materials for print purposes
avoid the
costs of
papers (and magazines,
(as ODoo~~ed

use color.
most effective.
2. Write your copy as if
to a group.
person as
3. Be sure to inc! ude your name,
directions, or other -nC>lrl-i..-'arll- oantac:t
information in your ad'velrti~;enllelllt.
sounds
but you would
at the number of
don't put this seemingJly
tion in.
4.
to have your advertisement
on the
hand side of the page
close to the front of the paper as f..IV.'''HJ!C.
5. Include your
or some sort
ie, if space permits. The lower
hand corner is the best
for this. Do not com promise
the
however.
6. Limit the number of 'hll"OT':"-"~C
Too many becomes rllc'f-r",r+i,rllT
reader.
7. A void using all

article was
to
tarium
with an introduction
some of the promotion and
that are available to those
OUCllle1ts. It

entertainment and education, and
promoted as such. With the
and a
media '-UJ.HI-'UjJ'%U.
the planetarillm
once

common?
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Shonandai Culture Center

GSS-ReHos

The GSS-Helios (GSX) features 25,000 stars reproducing a sky seen only from
without stray stars twinkling through the image. Computer-assisted functions
without replacing the lecturer. The list of special GOTO features goes on and on.
find out what your planetarium could be like.

shutters mean pa:nm:'aUlas
manual mode the ease
your nearest rel)reSelltaltnre
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The GI014si offers
GOTO's exclusive automatic
mechanism. No more shows lost to
With the
of a
at the
console. U.U.Hl-'~C;, fast and efficient. That's a GOTO
Planetari um.
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GI014si

TEL: intI No. +81-423-62-5312
FAX: IntI No. +81-423-61-9571
Email: into@)goto.~:o.lip

the
There are impact mitigation
sequences as missiles from earth
ealth-threcltenirlg asteroids and
them up,
them (with the +r':l"'"""'''''+''
the earth), or detonate
the asteroid aside in a "stand-off" blast
, ,,,,,. r-"'" of asteroid tragnleIltatic~n
HHJJAUF,

screened includes lots of other
earths,
moons, assorted
and sequences of all nine
in
succession, a black
hole with its accretion disk, rrd''>+;''''''T
the space shuttle
the Hubble
elescc)De and
with the space station
a future scenario with a version of
the International
Station and
advanced shuttle, and more. It's all rendered
as
as any video effects

rrd'Oltinrr

Well, how did you enjoy
Summer"?
Hollywood sometimes tends to have
"theme" seasons. Last year it was "Contact
with Aliens Summer," with new movies
ranging from the campy Mars Attacks! and
Men in Black to the gory
to
the cerebral Contact. This summer, it was
rocks thr'eai:ening
and
chunks smashing about and
sive special effects, and intretJid
crews employing
acts of sacrifice to LU;)~aILL-H
nasty chunks.
In some instances, strict scientific accuracy was also sacrificed (of course), but when
one considers the source, the movies seemed
to try a little more than other show-biz
efforts-and were good stories besides.
Whether these motion
are symptomatic of increased awareness of the unitrivialverse and the threat, or have
ized the issues by
them to disastermovie status, it's nice to see
(and
by inference, the
interested in something that we've been
to interest
them in for some years.
Impact
dinosaur-flavored ones-have become a ", ... ,,,on-,,,,,,,,,,,,,;,,,.,.
staple of planetariums over the years.
more modest
we have
for creating our
effects, this column's
first item offers some new video fJ'-'C',Hu'~H"A"'''
for the next time you
yarns.

Earlier this year, Bill Gutsch alerted me to
some impact- and asteroid-related video
sequences created
Timo Rahunen,
Tampereen Sarkanniemi
Sarkanniemi
Fin-33230, Tampere, Finland. Timo was kind
enough to send me a
selection
which I've screened.
The effects are very
prise a wide variety of
sequences. There are
asteroids that
approach and recede, and comets
asteroids that approach and hit earth with
flashes and dust sulJSe:QUlentlv en',hrolloirllJ

","U,UA.''''J,

For information on

<Timo.Rahunen@sarkanniemiJi>.

scenarios
Skan, Inc., 51 Lake Street, Nashua, New
iarrLpsllire 03060-4513 USA,
603 880 8500 or +1 800 880 8500, fax
882 6522. Check out

London was abuzz
what with Wimbledon, soccer's
the
of the Princess
estate to the
wettest June on
was also the halPpE~nil'1'
275 or so of the world's pl,mE~taJ:ia11S

~'~~'C'~>'~

It was a memorable biennial ,..",.,+,,,,,o,.,-,r',,,
indeed, thanks to the
London Planetarium head Undine
cannon and her remarkable staff. We
knobbed in the
New

a few items from the vendor presentations
we witnessed in the London Planetarium.

on Parade at iPS '98
To me, one of the most notable occurrences of the entire conference was what the
London Planetarium staff let a small horde
of commercial companies do to their theater
over a several-day period! But the conferees
were the clear beneficiaries, for we witnessed
one of the best displays of cutting-edge technology in a two-day period as I've ever seen
at an IPS conference. Following is a brief synopsis of some of what we saw.
StarRider. This Evans & Sutherland alldome visualization technology has been
around for several years, but I'd never actually had a chance to see it in action until
London. Using its own computer engine and
software and a set of six modified Barco 1208
video projectors (one projecting the zenith
area and five filling the perimeter), E&S presented a StarRider demonstration that
included a space shuttle-based circuit of the
earth, the launch of the Galileo probe, and a
flight through the solar system to jupiter,
where we passed Ganymede and explored
the giant caldera of a volcano on 10. It was a
remarkable trip, with very creditable clarity.
We experienced the Grand Canyon (or reasonable facsimile) by hang glider as E&S
staffer Stan Pitcher flew us in real time
through the data base, and then watched
Brian Sullivan create a space station with
StarRider software before our eyes.
StarRider is a remarkable all-dome technology, touted by E&S for its real-time data
base manipulation capabilities; anyone of us
could have grabbed the joystick from Stan
Pitcher and flown us all through the canyon
(with plenty of bumps, I'll wager!). The visualizations appeared quite seamless even in
the makeshift setup, and incorporated the
Digistar II for star effects.
Evans & Sutherland is creating a permanent domed environment at its Salt Lake
City, Utah USA headquarters in which to
demonstrate StarRider to interested parties. It
may already be completed as you read. So if
ever you're passing through Utah, do stop in
and see it. Contact jeri Panek at Evans &
Sutherland, 600 Komas Drive, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84158, USA, telephone +1 801 588 7405,
e-mail address:<jpanek@es.com>. web site:
<http://www.es.com> for more information
about StarRider, including available configurations and cost.
In an embarrassment of riches,
the assembly also had an opportunity to see
the world premier planetarium demonstration of Sky-Skan's all-dome projection system called SkyVision. It differs from the E&S
StarRider in that it does not generate
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imagery in real time, but rather presents prerendered sequences from hard disk.
We were treated to a remarkable sensory
ride (rather akin to those "Through the
Mind's Eye" videos) through the universe
and other places via the same video projectors employed by StarRider. The demonstration began with all-dome time-lapse scenes
of the Australian outback and the night sky
wheeling overhead, produced by Sky-Skan's
Australian office of Helen Carter and Mike
Carroll. We then proceeded to
a
series of first low-resolution and then highresolution all-dome images and sequences,
including fly-throughs M-16's 'Pillars of
Creation" and the Orion Nebula, past Eta
Carinae and our own Moon. We witnessed a
Mars rover scene from its landing site, a sunrise over Pluto, and a spacecraft streaking
over the solar surface while a prominence
ballooned upward. We experienced artificial
environments from fictional cities to underwater scenes, were sucked down a wormhole, watched galaxies drift past, and completed the journey with a stunning view of
the International Space Station slowly turning overhead with the Earth in the background.
It was all quite thrilling to see, and the
high-resolution stuff especially had quite
creditable clarity once again. I've always
questioned whether all-dome video has, as
yet, the resolution to make the concept really presentable on a large dome, but I was
most impressed with the progress demonstrated in London. And it can only get better.
Steve Savage reports that SkyVision will
be incorporating some of the new "hot"
Barco video projectors for its "u"i-t>rY1c,_th",
model 708 for domes up to 40 feet (12
meters) and the model 1209 for larger domes.
And that the SkyVision system will be available in a variety of configurations, from
straight playback systems to setups which
include full production capabilities. Contact
Steve as given above for more information,
including cost.
Moon and Planet
Over the
years, one of the primary desires of
users-contending with dim, rastered sun
and moon images-has been to have a realistic-looking sun and moon fully rTn~~'~~~
nized with the Digistar's functions. In a collaboration of sorts, Sky-Skan, Inc. has been
working with Evans & Sutherland to produce a projection system compatible and
fully integrateable with the Digistar to
accomplish this. The prototype has been
completed and was demonstrated by john
Stoke and the Sky-Skan staff in London, and
as a nearly ten-year Digistar user, I was
mightily impressed!
In a marriage of computer and projection
Planetarian

man's terms) a sort of sptlerical
which can be
any
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me the most in terms of
a
of
more traditional
And not
is it available
users; John Stoke indicated that
facilities could use it as well as a
device,
For more information on
technological recluirernel1.ts
contact John Stoke at
above.
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.com>.
This device seerns to get cuter
compact every time I see it; now
tor is a small
on a
sleek black. When think of
when we'd have to remove a section
to accommodate an itinerant
I'm amazed at how far the [ec:nll010gy
come.
Omniscan's
is not
unobtrusive size, but in what it
projects a
array of colors as
traditional "hard" lines or as soft-focus
or nebulous
It's
not
ditional sorts of laser-show
creating astronomical effects for
in
shows, with and without other visual
ments. I still marvel at the wonderful
stellation
can
vivid laser color with
(Please see

30)

futility of a telescope and the idea was
dropped.

r

With renewed interest in the possibility of
a 1998 trip, I hit upon the idea of taking
along a Spitz Junior Planetarium Projector
since there would be some available electric
power. A further idea led to the adaptation of
using battery power for the projector.
Testing the voltage output of the transformer, I found it to be 4-6 volts and reasoned that it could be powered with a series
of size D cells.
Using a cell holder, a series of buttoncrown connectors from Radio Shack and bypassing the transformer, the projector functioned as it was intended.

A
Some memories are long term memories
and others are short term.
Recently, during the week of July 4-11, I
had the privilege of sharing a projected
starfield to a group 26 people in a remote section of Honduras, Central America. It was the
culmination of a 15 year dream and I spoke
through Patricia Bennie as an interpreter.

A Part

Dream

The dream began when Charlie Smith and
the Hartwig Family visited our church service in Clearwater, Florida. There Charlie explained the goals of a Mercy Corps International project called Project Global Village
where their initial effort was to pipe water
from the Canchias River upstream to a concrete cistern where it could fill at a slow rate
at night and then be distributed to various
points in the village(s). The provision of a
fresh water supply was to be one of the first
steps in helping people in poverty stricken
areas improve their quality of life.
As I heard their plans, I became interested
and followed their progress with enthusiasm.
As years went by, I learned of the unfolding of the Heart to Honduras mission and I
purposed to someday visit to see for myself
and to offer help where needed
Later, Charlie Smith helped develop a program of technical helps called Heart to
Honduras and invited groups of volunteers
to visit the project site for short term sessions
and provide help where needed.
At the time of my retirement from St.
Petersburg Junior college, my interest in
making the trip to Honduras increased as I
talked to Charlie. He offered encouragement
and suggested that I take along a telescope to
share. Even though their hydroelectric generator was being installed, I could foresee the

26

Dome with

Then the problem of a projection screen
arose. I had no idea of what kind of indoor
ceilings or walls to expect. Therefore, I had to
devise some kind of a portable screen. An
idea came to mind: make one out of used bed
sheets and model it after the north half of a
soccer ball with its array of pentagons and
hexagons.
Borrowing a soccer ball, I measured its
diameter and the side of a pentagon in millimeters.
Estimating that I needed a four meter
diameter dome, I used a proportion to calculate that the pentagons and hexagons would
each need to have sides measuring 818 millimeters or 32-1/4 inches.
After much effort, I developed a newspaper pattern for the pentagons and hexaJ':onlS.
From these I was able to estimate how many
used bed sheets would be needed.
wife
supplied the first few. Some came from the
missionary closet at church and others I purchased from National Linen Supply.
Using my wife's sewing machine, I started
sewing together the geometric
(I
learned to use a sewing machine at an
age from my dress-maker mother.)
The project became a cumbersome one as
the pieces came together and the bulk
increased. A very sturdy main support
was attached to a reinforced spot of the central pentagon. Looped tabs on the top side
were added at intervals down from the
pOints of the pentagon.
It was assumed that the dome could be
supported by a rope thrown over a ceiling
rafter or a tree limb but the question arose as
to how the dome could be made to blouse
outward. Ribs were suggested and then idea
of using bamboo as ribs occurred. No doubt
there would be bamboo available but another question arose. How could five bamboos
be held 72 degrees apart?
Planetarian
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angles with duct tape and then
Friend Vern at
Muffler shop welded the 5-3/4
and then added the 5/8 to the top
to the bottom.
On site in Honduras,
were to
the 3/4
and be fastened to
didn't work that
minimum stand of bamboo in
ate area and the selection wasn't
The bamboos that were available
green, too
completely
chosen.
Four ." ...... '_AA~
supplied four ribs and the best
bamboo was reinforced with some
flexible
and
a
quate fifth rib. All of the ribs were
at dome center
a maze of short
venetian blind cord.
The
dome was "("'1'(,AI"
quate but the modified
formed ",-h""';~- .... h l l "
6 inch

two-cell
An
plain
marker and a little bit of saliva.
had three

spots.
The blue
was rlr,"'Tl.n ..",
container cap that
.,..."-;n+.".,.',, end.

of constellation
the lecture about the stars that
eastern
At that moment, I should

said, "And now we
close

dias!'
(Please see Memories
Vol.

Hello,
Thinking back over how the planetarium
world has developed over the last ten years,
it occurred to me that a discussion may be in
order about what planetarians feel may lie in
store for us in the coming years. This issue's
topiC for discussion is thus:

ne,reiopmlmts in the plaJtlet:I!iUlm plrofE~icm
cm sometimes take on a life of their own,
pushing ahead in some areas pet~halps
thm we feel comfortable

Jeanne
crystal ball.

is the first to dust off her

There is more than one ini:eron~tatioln of
it as "survival!! or
"support", I think that the
and smallest
will be more successful
than fixed, small·· or middle-sized 1-''':'.HC:lQ.J.l"
urns. Many, but not all, planetariums that are
part of new or re(iesigrled
sive science centers currently seem to be
finding financial backing and enthusiastic
support. The Starlab and other portables are
and
enormously successful - the
opportunity for in-school and other
location-need use.
their current rate of growth, portables will at least
double in prevalence over the next ten years.
The support, or its lack, in fixed, small- and
mid-size planetariums, whether in a museum, public school, or university, very much
depends upon particular political circumstances and the
efforts of the
planetarium director.
Interpreting "development!! as "latest technology", I anticipate the multi-media program with a
of
effects,
video, as the standard in all
pl,m~~tarillms. I see programs that feature
space discoveries and other
(like "The
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Cell") as common and exoe(:teld. the portables and other small 1-'1QlllClQ.11Ul.H2>, I foresee a
proportion of interactive picme'taI'iUlTI
presentations, a trend which is consistent
with knowledge of how people learn best.
But I also see a continuing
audiences, for much longer than ten years ... for
as long as people do not know these
for an introduction to the
planetariums, big and small, which continue
to incorporate an enthusiastic (not ho-hum,
just because it is a "required" or "standard")
segment of constellation and star
and motions,
Moon and
need
be doing what their constituents
and
want. Too often, the
introduction is not
care. I think
that the public would like to see the same
resources focused on the
section of
a
~~a
~
others have also noted, the "ahh" response
from an audience as the stars are first introduced is our evidence about the
desire for
information.
Jeanne
Westlake Schools Planetarium
Parkside Middle
24525 Hillard Road
Westlake,

***
I am the director of a small (6.S-meter)
in a
schooL
III
have about 10,000 students visit each year.
have several other
as well.
have attended all but one GLP A conference
in the past 20 years, and most of the
18
state meetings as well. For
have had no
to work with,
it
and meet
age to
ule. For the past two years I have
science
head and "found"
moneys that could be spent on the
urn. With all of that said, I am
my situation - sometimes
but I like my job. As to the piane1:arium
fession
over the next
I have a few thoughts.
I have watched as the new te(:hI101oQ:ies
have
the
to new
in all areas. We all know what this has
to show 1-'J.~JU.l"''-llV11. I see
planetarium shows to know what is n·~1r.""",",·L
BUT I am in a small dome with
and a small staff - me! In the GLPA
there are more of us than them. We

ence in a way
of learnIng.
puter network outlet in the plallletarimTI
no computer yet. I did manage to get
and both a laser disk
a video
and CD

"'''.nn'' ...,i"r''"'o

***

In recent years, the planetarium field has
seen many technical advancements. Fiber
optics are now being used in planetarium
projectors producing twinkling stars. Laser
projections seem to be advancing toward full
color skies. Digital sound has arrived, and
DVDs 5" digital video discs will soon be arriving on the scene to replace traditional 12"
special effects laser discs.
Video projection of spectacular special
effects, affordable for even small planetariums, has replaced many dedicated special
effects projectors.
Control systems, which are also in the
price range of small planetariums, are being
offered by various companies. These systems
can control any electronic devices. This is a
far cry from the days when planetarians had
to assiduously follow scripts in order to hit
the cues correctly, as they operated everything manually. Even programmable colored lighting systems are now being offered.
This is an exciting, brief retrospective of
the last ten years in the planetarium field. I
think that the next ten years will be just as
exciting, or even more so. The availability of
inflatable planetariums will spawn home
made special effects projectors, until someone decides to start manufacturing them
professionally. Low cost brute force projectors work very well in these small domes. As
entertainment devices, planetariums have to
compete with Omnimax-type productions.
It would be interesting to talk to the R&D
departments of the various companies
which support planetarium presentations
and effects, to see where they are aiming for
the future.
In the way of planetarium show topics, it
is the duty of planetariums to enlighten the
public as to the scientific accuracy of movies
dealing with such topics as contacting alien
civilizations and the Earth being struck by
some astronomical bodies. It is also our duty
to allay public fears in school planetariums,
as well as in public ones. Hollywood and
television have full-time creative geniuses
making spectacular special effects movies.
They will continue to provide fuel for
planetarium shows and lessons, as they are
more and more inspired by updated astronomical discoveries made by the latest
Earth-based super large telescopes and piCtures from the Hubble Space Telescope and
its successors. As more Mars landers return
information and pictures from the surface of
Mars, it will be interesting to follow the public's desire to send earthlings there, and to
follow Hollywood and television's interpretations of that very special event.
I look forward with great optimism to see
what the next ten years will bring to the
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planetarium field. I cannot think of anything more rewarding than hearing the gasp
of young students when the lights dim, and
they view the totally darkened night
for
the first time, or when the special effects
kick in and everyone feels as though they
are being whisked off into the vastness of
outer space.
Dan Francetic (Retired)
Formerly with Euclid High School
Planetarium
711 E. 22nd St.
Euclid, OH, 44123
***

I hope the most important development
in the next ten years will be that the planetarium community will take control of its
own destiny. This requires that everyone from the public to the administrators of our
institutions - see the planetarian as a professional worker. This in turn means
people aware of what we do and how we do
it (i.e. what professional skills we use) and so
continued public relations for the ,,~~u~,_u.u
um field is needed. Astronomers, science educators, technicians, artists, musicians,
tographers - all have a stake in this, not to
mention those in the management and business areas of our profession.
in
This will be a difficult challenge,
part to the wide range of planetarium facilities and the clients they serve. Some domes
are large and well-equipped with sophisticated systems for dazzling an audience with
special effects, while others are
(and reside in) schools, where their
purpose is teaching state- and
dated curricula. What both have in common, of course, is the night sky, and our visitors are fascinated with the stars as much as,
or more than, special effects. Also, in my
experience, most people enjoy a live presentation, where they have a chance to ask
questions. We as a professional comrnuni1:y
should always keep our communications
skills sharp.
I think we should concentrate 'on what we
In these
do so well - selling the night
days of light pollution, few of our guests
have ever seen the night sky as it
We are in a position to remind them that the
sky is as much a part of our environment as
anything else. And don't let the stars get
washed out by too much indoor light
tion, either!
If we can convince the community at
large of our sincere commitment to the professionalism of the pianetarian, then
we'll see the support that is so lacking now.
As always, it boils down to money and time,
both of which are needed to keep our facili-
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my vision of
before I
into a
not my strongest skill. If I had
future ten years ago, I never
foreseen the
that
in my theater.
I

similar
theaters come into existence as
ten years have been a kind
planetarila in this area.
In the future

made between the latest

{"'>"'iT.nrc

burnout amongst the rernaining
and shows suffer.

cornp],ete:d their
makes it difficult to get a show
topiC while it's still lukewarm.
planetarium show kits will become

ingly important in the future.
Eric Schreur
Kalamazoo Public Museum Planetarium
POBox 4070
Kalamazoo MI, 49003
***

Mixed reviews for the future, then, but it
should pIa y well. In one sense, it really
depends on us and how we deal with the
tools at our disposal. We have a say in our

(What's New, continued from page 23)
In London, we saw several demonstrations, including a brief astronomical show
and laser choreography for several songs. I've
seen the demos before but always find them
great to see again. Omniscan is a very versatile laser system, it's still i'n the $200,000
range, as I recall, and is well worth checking
out if you're not already familiar with it.
Con tact Joanne Young at AVI as gi ven
above, or at her e-mail address: <joanne@
avimagineering.com>.
L.CJ. demo. The second laser demo came
from the London-based L.c.I. Ltd., 55
Merthyr Terrace, London SW13 9DL, whom I
first encountered last year at the TiLE conference in Strasbourg, France. They're involved
in some rather innovative laser applications,
induding laser projection on water screens.
In London, they demonstrated first a laser
presentation prepared for a corporate client,
and then bombarded us with theatrical
smoke and lasers zipping overhead in a rousing musical finale. When one has seen
enough laser shows, one can get a bit jaded,
but this one provided as much sensory overload as I've experienced in some time in a
laser show. Nicely done!
For more information on the sorts of innovative things L.eI. is prepared to do, contact
the company as given above.

Assorted Bits
Inspe(:tioln 98. Last N ovem ber, I had the
delightful opportunity to attend the open
house at NASA's Johnson Space Center in
Houston, Texas USA, and largely filled a column with a selection of interesting new
things I'd seen and learned. Well, they're
doing it again, this time on October 14-16just about a month from now as you read.
As the notice I received says, "Inspection98
will introduce you to NASA developed technologies you can utilize today, and put you
in touch with the engineers and scientists
who are designing the missions of tomorrow." All I can add is that if you're a space
junkie (and who among us isn't?)-go! What
30

profession's destiny. Time will tell how history judges our efforts.
Which leads in nicely to the topic for the
next column, a subject that Russell Waugh,
with eerie prescience, happened to touch
upon so well in his contribution above. My
thought-jogger for your qUiet, introspective
moments reads:

occurs when
skills and j{no~rlel:ure

Some are more fortunate than others in their
work environment but
for a
good number of
frustration

I shall be delighted to receive your
ings on this one
the deadline of "--"'-.LV..., .... '
12. Until then, clear skies to one and
U

you'll see and who you'll meet and the
insights and information you'll bring away
will make it absolutely worth the effort.
Although primarily and originally designed
for industry, educator-types are welcome
also-and it's a gold mine just waiting to be
explored.
It may not be too late to sign up, so check
out the possibilities. You can inquire by calling +12812441316, faxing +1281483 9193, or
using e-mail address <inspection@jsc.nasa
.gov>. Or check out the web site at <http://
inspection.jsc.nasa.gov>.
]PL Media List. For just over a year-since
Pathfinder-I've been subscribed to the
media list of theJet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, California USA. That means I've
been getting regular news releases from the
JPL Media Relations Office.
If you're not already on this list, I recommend that you subscribe. You'll get releases
at an average rate of one or more a week,
ranging from news of internal promotiOns,
to special public events at JPL, to updates on
the latest news from Galileo, Cassini, Mars
Global Surveyor, and other missions with
which ]PL is involved-including alerts of
new images just being placed on the Internet
(like that of the famous "face" on Mars). Just
within the past few weeks as I write this in
July, I've received notices of new Galileo piCtures of Ganymede available at several web
sites, and a summary of Mars Pathfinder
research after a year of study.
It's good, up-to-date stuff to have available.
To learn how to subscribe to this service,
inquire with JPL at e-mail address:
<jPLNews@jpl.nasa.gov>.

vatories, retail shops and others to
their facilities, programs, tours,
parties, lectures, etc., to the ___ ._,.,.____ _
astronomy-loving and
a good way to let
readers (who spend some $70
annually on telescopes, accessories,
ment-and perhaps admission tickets)
what
got going in the summer, for
example, so that if
may stop in.
Rates begin at $143 U.S. for one
inch for one issue and move " . . . ",.,,.,-k
there. For more information, you can contact Scott Redmond at +1 888 558
sion 487, or e-mail address <sredmond@
astronomy.com>.

j

Astronomy Magazine Retail &: Travel
Scott Redmond of Astronomy
Magazine, 21027 Crossroads Circle, P.O. Box
1612, Waukesha, Wisconsin 53187-1612 USA,
telephone +1 414 796 8776, fax +1 414 796
0126, web site: <http://www.astronomy
.com>, has contacted me recently about a
new commercial feature in the magazine
beginning with the August issue. It's the
Retail & Travel Directory, which is designed
as a place for museums, planetariums, obserPlanetarian
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ans are wol!ldng iln

That's it for this time. Longratu13lt!cms
Gabriel Munoz and the I-''''AA~'''A
Morelia, Mexico, selected in London
the host for IPS '02. And best wishes to
Lacombe and staff at the Planetarium
Montreal in Montreal, Canada, as
pare to host us two years hence for
smack in between the faux start
the real start of the new millennium.
Congratulations and good luck also to
candidates for IPS office nominated
announced in London: for President-Elect,
John Dickenson of the Pacific
in Vancouver, Canada; John Peterson
EI Paso Independent School District in El
Paso, Texas USA; Martin Ratcliffe of
tion Place, Wichita, Kansas USA; and
cion Sanchez of the Planetario de
Madrid, Spain. And for Executi ve '-'~'~.L '- ~"".L
and Treasurer, incumbents Lee Ann
of Thomas Jefferson High School
tarium in Alexandria,
USA,
Shawn Laatsch of Arthur Storer Planetarium
in Prince Frederick,
USA, respectively. Ballots will arrive this fall;
to
exercise your franchise and vote!
Finally, have a good fall/spring ~~tJ""U~"''''
on your hemisphere, and until next time ...
what's new?
i:I
.wA!JHJL"
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Brought to you
and of interest to :
Powerful Interactive Planetarium '~Tlot-Q"rn"

The cOIJnpeti

appnCa"[lOIlS, the selection committee is
to announce that
Ms.
(Starlab Coordinator and
Founder of the
Center Science
Museum, Fort Collins, Colorado), will be repres en ting
for a week
in
this year. Dee is a
slonal from the museum community who
has had many years of
and work"'-"-1"''---'-''-'''-_'- with both children and
adults. She has also established pla.netar'iUlm
programs for the community and for teacher
training.
Dee!

During the PIPS meeting, in June 1998 at
the
Planetarium in Buffalo, a discussion was held
ways to build
interactive lessons for the
while
of the heavens. The
standard idea of
students learn or create a myth to tell under the stars was mentioned. However, Kathy Michaels then told
us about how one of the
English
teachers employs a
for involving
students more
This teacher
makes a ritual out of the storytelling. Each
student learned a
and then chose
length of yam to hold (In America a story is
sometimes called a
") After telling their
myth, each
was asked to tie
of yarn to the yam of the
The
of yarn
repres(~nt(:d the
group experience.

After
about this for awhile,
decided to try this
I tried it with a
group of teachers this past summer. These
teachers were
training in the use of
Starlab and basic astronomy. Their tralmng
would enable them to rent Starlab to use
with their own pupils.
The teachers were
a homework
assignment, by me, to write their
sions of the night
and the time of the
evening that they went observing.
The next morning I greeted them and we
talked about what constitutes a ritual. We
decided that
sharing our thoughts and
impressions with the group, we could
the imaginations of individuals and create
connections with the whole group. As we
thought about our writings, we
a
of yarn with a color and length that
was appropriate. We took turns
what
we wrote and then tying the yams. As each
person added their yam we chanted "These
are her (or his) impn::ssiloIJlS.
Next we had to determine the best way to
honor this ball of collective yarns. Three sugge~;n(ms came up: We could put it in a discontainer in the room; students
some
take turns
it home and
yarns with their family; we could make a
bulletin board
unwinding the ball and
stapling it on the board
with each person's name and story/poem/song or picture
mounted next to their section of the yam.
This storytelling activity could be used in
the planetarium.

Domes and D-r'"iar't-.v,.",
for cOlmr:>let:e riaC'r,,.ir,t-i,"'>roC' in the Ue~ceml)er
column):
LO.sm,Oa1!SSI?e III-Philippe
(Saint
1.
Etienne, St. Etienne, France)
Ultra-Mini Mobile P/t1'>1p:fnY11HYl_
2.
Ohira (Kanagawa-ken 214,
3. New Dome Design-Ray
Planetarium, Hartlepool, UK)
4.
Project
PIa (Barcelona,
Spain)
5.
Starlab-Jane and Phil Sadler (Sommerville, MA, USA)

A record eleven workshops were held in
the Starlab
Dome! Some papers related
to these
will be published in the
proceedings.

A general introduction was
explaining the
professional interest in the Ancient
and the
means by which research was conduct-

ancient starlore.

gram can be used as a sales tool.

Tswana, Venda,
Imaglme
tain constellation patterns.
LVU'--'",Uj

ers Project", an educational partnership
between the Bishop Museum and NASA.
These two programs will be distributed
at no charge to requesting planetaria
throughout the USA over the next few
years. The first program (which is nearing the distribution stage) highlights
Polynesian voyaging and how this spirit of exploration relates to NASA's missions to explore space. The second program (early 1999) will link NASA's
exploration of space with the high-tech
astronomical research atop Mauna Kea.
Each show will be accompanied by educational materials and a World Wide
Web site. The programs are designed for
adaptability in any planetarium regardless of size or technology level. In the
future they may be made available for
the world wide community for the cost
of production.
Loris Ramponi;
Walls and Other
New Experiences
Loris demonstrated some interesting
new experiences that children in Italy
enjoy. "Magic Walls" are created by
using the ST ARLAB projector to display
images on a flat screen, the classroom
walls. Five year old students invented
their own projections about constellations! A bonus to this activity is that it
can also be used to promote more book
reading. Another portion of this workshop included a demonstration of how
special effects can be created with two
STARLAB projectors. Three newly created homemade cylinders were also
shown: sundials, fossils, and whales (celebrating 1998, the International Year of
the Oceans). And finally, a report was
given about the successful project designed to bring an American profeSSional planetarian to I tal y (The Week in
Italy Contest).
Susan Reynolds; Why Mythology?
While focusing on Greek/Roman
mythology, participants explored
methods that actively involve students
in ways that deal with the history and
groupings of constellations.
Susan Reynoldsj Native American Storytelling
Several Native American myths were
shared and discussions included methods for effective and captivating storytelling.
Susan Reynolds:
Student
Creations
Participants in this workshop got to
work with transparent cylinders while
exploring methods for creating projections and ways to involve students in
creating their own projections while
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encouraging them to design an entire
presentation (stories, music, poetry)
around their creations.
is the Universe
Materials and ideas from "Planetarium
Activities for Student Success" (PASS)
Volume #9 were used in this workshop.
Simple methods for measuring distance
by using both parallax and Cepheid
variable stars were examined. Jerry
showed how students can gain a better
understanding of the vast size of the
universe.

Next
Meeting
Itinerant Planetaria:

Small

Plans are being made for the next meeting
to be held in France in the Epring of 1999.
Details will be settled in late August, too late
for this column. I will provide information
in the December column. Contact me if you
want details and cannot wait for the
December announcement.

Kent
Thanks to Ray Worthy, in the days following the IPS meeting, I was delighted to be
able to attend a class taught by Peter Golding
in his mobile dome. Look for a complete
report of this unique and enlightening meeting in the next column.

Award Winning Poet:
Mary Stebbins (Planetarium Coordinator,
Museum of SCience and Technology,
Syracuse, NY) is the winner of the top prize
awarded by New Millennium, a magazine for
literary arts. She writes this note about her
poem, The Microsoft Word helpful hint of
the day was 'Never dive into murky waters'
which I made into this poem. This poem is
part of a longer 'poem'-DESIRE!" The poem,
as printed below, was published in the
Winter edition of the New Millennium. I am
sure you will know the Persephone myth.

Here, dark
coexist
bIe profusion of sunshine,
wind-washed dunes, torrid
tains, waterfalls, swamps,
anything you could find
exist below.
Persephone couldn't see them
only the darkness,
the firelit throne room, endless
passing thl'OUllh
the gray river
and the
through which it flows.
Hades had to teach her. She
eyes to find other
underneath, like Dante,
Hades, who
about the "veils,"
of Persephone'S eyes
until a dim
a
began to diffuse the endless
Layer upon
he
Persephone
masks
of blindness from her own eyes,
days and weeks and months
began to see the sun under rock and t-h,·r.,-.n-h
rock and wi thin rock and
said to Demeter, one
pointing down
rock into
band's chambers. Demeter ........ '""'HTn..daughter weak
from lack of sustenance, from drinking
grenadine for half the year.
Persephone had sworn she would
had
from this,
of
Hades and return to earth. Now,
rewriting her
uniquely nn,,, !.orrc.r1
beyond victim,
shadows,
powerful,
underworld.

In Murky Waters

In spite of Demeter"s sudden, uDlexpl.:ur:lea
warning to Persephone
at dinner, "never dive into
water,"
already
Persephone'S pink toes disappeared into the
small shadowed pond
she uses as an entry to the underworld.
Persephone
dives deep into dark clouded waters, swims
strong, and surfaces
in another world. It is not the world you
would expect,
if you've been spelunking, only cold dark
damp rock,
stalactites and stalagmites, clusters of bats,
Planetarian

A
solar flare releases 1032
energy - the power of 100
megaton
bombs.
The
of an asteroid on
km across would unleash the rio,ot-... "r-I-in
power of 100 trillion tons of
equivalent of one Polaris missile warnt~aa
every square kilometer of the
The pressure at the
3.3 x 109
a postage
ing the
of a mountain a

Planetarium
A company dedicated to the Promotion of Concerts in Planetarians
to
their
Activities
ram.
Now on tour in

"THE ULTTMAT1E PIANO IEXPJERIENCE"
Direct Booking: P.C.M. Tel/Fax 00453314 70 05
See Tycho Brahe Planetarium Web-Site:
click on" Program "a then "Soorlige Activities"
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SHOW KITS AVAILABLE FROM THE

A fun,

exploration of the sky!

friendly and

through 1st graders, this is

Designed especially

primary school audiences. Your

an ideal first

program blending live interaction

presenter

segments.

with
20

/

108 slides / $450

possibility

of

life

in our

and throughout the universe.

Production
visual list,
educational

31 minutes / 368 slides / $350

Journey into the future from a space station out to the stars.

Soundtrack on
Dolby B, ( or dbx

38 minutes / 321 slides / $350

Investigate some

of

the exciting discoveries made about

the worlds in our Solar System.

601

minutes / 314 slides / $350

lit

Explore our planet from its violent birth to today and
see how its wealth of resources make

Distribution, Davis rlanEltamlm
Maryland Science

possible.

Find out how we can better preserve and enjoy the
future of the world.
minutes / 250 slides / $350
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SPITZ, INC. P.o. Box 198, Route 1 Chadds Ford, PA 19317 USA
Tel 610.459,5200

Fax 610.459.3830

www.spitzinc.com
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As "astroeducators", we're keenly aware
of light pollution's detrimental effects on
astronomy. Surprisingly, many of us have
accepted similar problems in our planetaria
over the last couple of decades. Let's look at
the problem and see what we can do to fix it.
By now, you're probably sitting there
thinking, "Light pollution in my planetarium? ... What is this guy talking about?"
While slide projectors and related multimedia devices add visual content to the
modern planetarium program, the brightness of these auxiliary projections is often
incompatible with many star projectors particularly in small to medium-sized domes.
The star machines in these planetaria, logically, have lower-intensity lamps than their
big-dome cousins, yet slide projector lamps
are about the same in both large and small
facilities (250-300 watts). When we consider
the effects of the inverse-square law on projected light, the difference becomes even
more dramatic. Slides projected in a lO-meter
dome appear four-times brighter than in a
20-meter planetarium, and are sixteen-times
brighter in 5-meter dome than in the large
facility!
In smaller domes, the transitions
between the starfield and slides can be disturbing - even painful. Not only do the
comparatively super-bright slide images
"blow away" the stars when projected, but
they also serve to decrease to audience's
dark-adaptation to the point that only the
brighter stars can be seen - even after all the
slides have been faded down. The result is
similar to what happens when some
schmuck pulls straight up to your evening
observing session with his headlights on!
To a limited extent, it's possible to compensate for this problem by controlling
lamp brightness in slide and special effect
projectors. Many control systems allow the
show presenter to reduce the brightness of
controlled devices, but this technology has
Vol.

practical limits in smaller domes. To adequately lower lamp brightness in such environments, it's often necessary to reduce the
lamp down to 25 percent or less of its rated
voltage. In such situations, the lamp filament doesn't get hot enough to activate the
halogen cycle inside the quartz envelope,
and images take on a dingy yellow coloration. To make matters worse, some computer automation systems have no convenient option to reduce lamp levels, completely removing voltage control as an
option.
Fortunately, there's a low-tech but highly-effective method for combating "retinablasting" slides - the cardboard aperture.
This is a simple way to improve the brightness-compatibility between slide images and
the starfield, and requires tools no more specialized than a pencil, a circle-drawing template, and a X-acto knife.
Most of us are familiar with lens apertures in photography. At the copy stand and
elsewhere, we use the aperture setting, or fratiO, on a 35mm camera to reduce, or
increase, the amount of light passing
through the lens. As you turn the aperture
ring on a camera lens to a lower f-number, an
iris composed of thin metal "leaves" positioned between the glass lens elements opens
wider - enlarging the light path and increasing the intensity of the light reaching the
focal plane (Figure 1). Conversely, when the
aperture is set to a higher f-ratio, the iris
"stops down" - restricting the amount of
light passing through (Figure 2).
The same thing can be accomplished on
a projection lens. By reducing the effective
size of the lens opening, an image on the
planetarium dome will be diminished in
brightness without having to radically
reduce voltage to the projector lamp. In most
applications (lecture halls, conference rooms,
etc.), maximum light throughput is desired
from a projector, which is why projection
lenses don't come with adjustable apertures.
But planetariums are anything but the typical projection application. While
the rest of the media world is striving for brighter, more intense
images, we need to keep things
"dark-sky-compatible".
Even
though your projection lenses don't
come with adjustable apertures,
with a little testing you can create
fixed, custom-sized apertures for
your dome and starfield. No, you
won't have to disassemble each of
your lenses to install an aperture
between the lens elements - an
aperture placed adjacent to the
front or rear lens element will work
just as well.
Planetarian

Probably the best material to
aperture fabrication is black
thin
to cut
for the

HC~'V'-'!'.U you can
front of the lens
at the rear, because there it won't
when
dust from the front lens element, and it can be sized to
into the rear lens barrel (Figure 4). For now,

-
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I

I

let's assume the rear-lens placement.
Measure the inside diameter of the lens
barrel, then draw and cut out about a halfdozen black posterboard disks about a millimeter or so larger than that. (I find that the
use of a small circle template available at art
supply stores provides all the circle sizes
needed for the inside and outside diameters
of the apertures.) After creating the disks,
draw and cut out with an X-acto knife a
series of different-sized center-holes in each
disk - ranging from about half the disks'
outside diameter, down to about the diameter of a pencil (Figure 5).

'\

projector

I

Fig. 4

Now you can start testing. Turn on your
instrument stars, and insert your first test
aperture into the rear lens barrel, all the way
up to the rear lens element - making sure
not to smudge or scratch the lens in the process. If you've cut the outside of your disks
the right size - again, about a millimeter
larger than the lens barrel, then the disk
should hold itself firmly in place against the
rear lens. Now insert and focus the lens in
the projector and cycle the tray through a
(Bear, continued from page 16)

practices similar to the Lenape. It is possible
that a review of the beliefs and rituals of this
entire group would yield more understanding of their astronomical knowledge.
I am deeply grateful to Richard Peery and
the archeological staff of the New Jersey
State Museum, Susan Reynolds of OnodagaCortland-Madison BOCES of Syracuse, NY,
and Jerry Vinski of Raritan Valley
Community College for extensive advice
and help with this paper.

1. Banfield, A.W.F. 1961. The Mammals of
Canada. Univ. of Toronto Press, Toronto.
2. Dowd, Gregory Evans. 1992. The Indians of
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variety of slides. The key is to find the smallest aperture which will reduce the excess
brightness of your slides as much as possible
but will also allow the details in your darker
slides to be readily visible. Obviously, the
smaller the dome, the smaller the aperture
you'll need to achieve this compatibility.
Counter-check these slides with some covelights on as well, just to make sure they hold
up with the increases in lighting. Once
you've found the choice aperture size, cut
out matching apertures for all your slide projectors with the same focal-length lenses.
After pressing the apertures into the lens barrels and double-checking your
choice of apertures, glue each disk
around its edge with three or four
tiny spots each of epoxy or
another suitably-thick adhesive.
You can use a piece of stiff wire to
apply the adhesive down into the
lens barrel - making sure not to
get any glue on the lens surface
itself, of course.
Keep in mind that - along
with reducing light throughput
these apertures will increase the
depth-of-focus of the lens.
Opticall y, this tends to place the
projector lamp a bit closer to the
effecti ve lens-focus range
meaning that the illumination
across the focal plane may be slightly less
even. However, this effect is usually minimal, even with relatively small apertures.
I've used apertures on 100mm-focal-length
lenses as small as one-fourth of the lens-element diameter installed in Ektagraphic III
projectors, and the decreased evenness of
illumination was essentially undetectable in
projected slides.
You can use this same technique on
other optical projectors, such as LCD video
New Jersey. New Jersey Historical
Commission Department of State,
Trenton, N].

... Lenape ritual practices
were tied to the sky in a way
typical of precolonial Native
Americans.

3. Folk, G.E., Jr., A. Larson and M.A. Folk 1976.
Physiology of hibernating bear. In Pelton,
Lentifer and Folk
4. Harrington, M.R. 1921. Religion and
Ceremonies of the Lenape. Indian Notes
and Monographs, Museum of the
American Indian, Heye Foundation, NY.
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projectors or special effect devices
jection lenses. Again, many of these
are simply too bright for cOlmpatible
smaller domes, so apertures can
these, too. In the case of some
though, keep in mind that certain
ating elements within the
intentionally placed outside the focal
of the projector to
them
aperture fitted to one of these devices
actuall y sharpen those elements
unwanted fashion, so you'll
experiment with your special effects
tors to see if an aperture will work

'TY1'OlHc,_r ... ",_

adding "homemade" apertures to
and other projectors, planetarians in
and mid-sized domes should see slgnHlCamt
gains in the brightness-compatibility of
iliary images compared with the starfield.
This "anti-light-pollution
allow you and your audiences to rpriii<;:r,r.u,:>r
your planetarium
and will
smoother and more ple'asing
tions between slides and stars.
I~

S. Hoxie, Frederick E. (ed). 1996. tnc:vclooe'dia
of North American Indians.
Mifflin Co., Boston, NY.
6. Kraft, Herbert C. 1986. The
The
New Jersey Historical
N].

7. Malville, J. McKim and Claudia Putnam.
1989. Prehistoric Astronomy in the Southwest.Johnson Pub. Co., Boulder, Co.
8. Pelon, M.R., M.W. Lentifer, and G.E.
1976. Bear-their Biology and Management.
Internatl. Union Conserv. Nat.
Publ.n.s.noAO.
9. Speck, Frank G. and Jesse Moses.
Celestial Bear Comes Down to Earth A
lication of the Reading, Pa Public
Reading, PA.
10. Williamson, Ray. 1984.
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, MA.
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Solar System Panorama Set y

~ Panorama Set includes:
• The Sun (a very active chord view)
• All nine planets (separate ring for Saturn)
• The Asteroids
• Earth's moon
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set;

The set is shot in standard 25% overlap and comes to
lable
masked and mounted. 50% overlap sets are

Order

Call 1-800-JHE-596

Joe Hopkins
gi
4301 32nd Street
Bradenton, FL
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(former Director of
Center at The University of
Tennessee at
to
acc:entec1 an offer from Florida State University and Florida A&M
joint
of
to direct their new
Center in Tallahassee Florida. The center will include an
aerospace exhibit hall and pianetariurn.
at Buehler
There have been a few
Planetarium, Fort Lauderdale Florida. Former
Assistant Director,
was promoted to Director of Extended Learning at
the
last year. The new assistant director is
former Planetarium Producer at Buehler. Susan was
as proformer Technician,
a for-

As
mation about what is
written "'T\Trt1Ina
sure to let me know so
that same mistake

to the new Buehler Intern,
(originally from the
Massachusetts
Planetarium), who started this past summer
in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
(former Director, Gladwin
to Dave
Planetarium, Santa Barbara California) and
Joann
on their new star, Anne May
Kary, who was born last
report that this compact star (born with a
mass of
8 lb 30z), has
several astronomers and their relatives into
its orbit.
.... 'O,r1>IY. . . "'"

active Shows Just Gimmicks?"
(Minolta and HPS) spent several minutes
MUlrta,!;~h (York

But one busload of plcmetaI'ialls

to the friends of
who
away last
at the age of 85. She
was a founder of and former executive secretary of the Astronomical
a national
of amateur astronomy clubs.
She was an
of the
which utilized and cOlmr.;liled
from visual observations made
amateur
astronomers in the
of man-made
satellites. Her husband, Armand N.
died
in 1971.
VLr,<HLJL",e.LL'lH.L

There were many incredible CAIJ"'Jl1C:JlH_'~;)
at the IPS conference in London.
ians
the
of
Planetarium and

on

Undine Concannon (former head of the
Dfl8ITlOtec1 at
Madame Tussaud's.
be in the planetarium any more.
she'l] keep in touch!
Peter Michaud
at the Bishop
Planetarium in Honolulu, Hawaii) is now
with the public outreach for the Gemini
Observatories.
Rob Landis
with the Goddard
Center) is now at Johnson
TH~,~IT;;~n' on the Interwill be a

will be to learn the Russian components of
ISS (Le., FGB, Service Module,
with work in Star
(crew
some
translation, resolution of crew issues, etc.).
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(Director, Hallstrom Planetarium,
Fort Pierce Florida) held a very successful
Constellation Shoot-Out. The final contestants
incredible, oc<:aSllorlau
out constellations where even the
feared to tread The winner was
(Assistant Director, Davis Planetarium, JackMissi:ssilJPi.) Close runner-up was
(Curator, Launceston Planetarium,
Tasmania Australia) who
had an
constellations but

Science?"

nil"" '''-,

in
entitled !lAre Inter-

the University of Porto
Planetarium Services)
reports that the new
Scienceworks in Melbourne
to open
1999.
Carolina, is without a plcl.nE:ta.rillm

(Please see \J~I'JIIJI..'~
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A planetarium is a spectacle, an event,
amusement in the

RS AUTOMATION INDUSTRIE, thanks to
has developed a complete range
a specific and immediately operational
ROVING STAR
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As the equinox rolls around (or is it the
Earth that's
two reviewers have graprovided us with their insights on a
variety of books.
There are a few children's books, several
sources for teaching tips, and two mind
stretchers to get your synapses snapping.
Thanks to Pam Eastlick and Francine
Jackson for their thoughts and reviews.

Stonehenge Revealed,
David
Souden,
On File, Inc., a
of Infobase HOlGlngs.
Inc., 11 Penn Plaza, New York,
New York, 10001, USA, 1997,
ISBN 0-8160-3720-5.
Reviewed by Francine Jackson, University of
Rhode Island Planetarium, Providence,
Rhode Island, USA.
One of the most unfortunate results of our
civilization is the often reckless
careless
destruction of apparent icons of previous
civilizations. Whether done
such
as bulldozing
a known historic site
to construct a mega-mall, or
tromping off the beaten path to

Although much of
remaining still raises

Alternate 1\".HH!"':;.,
Davis,
Street, New
York, 10013-1578, USA.,
ISBN 0-306-45629-X,
Reviewed
Pam Eastlick,
Coordinator, UOG Station, I n«.H"" H ""I,
USA.
Mr~

Davis

C"7'~IA"'QC'

book is a more

strai,l.l~htfor·w'3.fd Ul~'\'-U':;':;i'UH

are.

HU'-'-<,)\'-U

monument is either missing or
bumps on those who have seen it.

closer look, we are steadily destroying what
took our ancestors tens, hundreds, sometimes thousands of years to construct. Even
the pollution from cars and manufacturing
has a detrimental effect on many of these
sites. Such is it with Stonehenge.
However, Stonehenge, as we know it, must
be redefined. To the normal person, it is the
image of the
stones silhouetted
against the early summer sunrise. But, for the
British Heritage, an
dedicated
to the preservation of historic locations, the
Stonehenge
several
square miles of
monuments, from
curcuses (racecourse-like enclosures bounded
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by ditches) to barrows (burial mounds constructed to receive bodies or cremated
remains of the dead), marker monuments
(single
stones which could have a variety of purposes) to, of course, the henge (a
circular earthwork having an exterior bank,
an external ditch, one or more entrances,
and - occasionally - an internal structure of
timber or stone). The most famous of these,
of course, is Stonehenge.
Why Stonehenge was built is still a mystery. What is known is that the complex was
buil t in stages, beginning with the banks and
ditches (Earthworks) around 2900 RC., followed by wooden structures (Timber
Monument) about four centuries later, and
the final (Stone Monument) stage, which is
believed to have taken almost a millennium
to cor:npi,ete.
Even
the remains of the structure
form a magnificent, mysteriOUS landscape.
Although much of the monument is either
or fallen (from thousands of years of
or vandalism), the
still
raises goose bumps on those who have seen
rise to lots of
as to its
it, and
purpose, its location, and, even, its construction.
there? How there? Research
groups have found water routes to transport
the giant sarsens to Salisbury Plain, but was
this reenactment feasible to persons with no
apparent access to our present technology?
And, how to preserve it? As with all
ancient sites, our modern-day lifestyle is
slowly crumbling the magnificent structures. The English
has spent much
time
the varied
St(mE~hE~n.\2~e area, and is creating a long-term
to
this
from as little future deterioration
as
Quite honestly. their ideas seem
as monumental as the ruins themselves, but

any success they do get will be well worth
their time and costs.
This was a very good book. The best part
of it was its
Stonehenge Revealed
wasn't written to
on the mysterious, speculative nature of the ruins; rather, it
stated the facts, painstakingly describing the
varied significance of the time frame and the
different stages in which this structure was
made, and the latest theories on every aspect
of the ruins. I learned more about Stonefrom this small (ISO-page) book than
from all' other writings I've ever read on the
I believe you will, too.
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monstrous
addresses
Edwin Hubble, the

de'veloDmE~nt

cosmos. Quantum Realities is
in this book,
visions of John Wheeler, Erwin ::'Cl1rc>diJQJ:!I::r
and Max Born are spun for us. In this
ter, we learn that our r\orr,:>n'nr.
world and the events that occur there
in fact create
It's the quantum
alent of If a tree falls in the forest, does it
make any noise? Mr. Davis quotes
Wheeler: We are
involved in
about that which appears to be haiJoe:nin'Q',
concept indeed: not think,
therefore I am, but think,
book,
Alternate Realities is a
recommend in your bookstores to
ligent reader who wants to know
about how our
of
that
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Gravity, The Glue of the
Universe. History and Activities
by Harry Gilbert and Diana Gilbert Smith, Teacher Ideas Press,
a division of Libraries Unlimited, Inc. P. O. Box 6633, Englewood, Colorado, 80155-6633,
USA, 1997, ISBN 1-56308-442-2,
paper, $22.50.

your planetarium and stock it in your bookstores. The teachers will thank you for it. Use
it yourself for new show ideas. It's a great
book and guaranteed to become dog-eared
and written all over in my library.

Grandpa Takes Me to THE
MOON, by Timothy R. Gaffney,
Tambourine Books, a division
of William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1350 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, New York,
10019, USA, 1996, ISBN 0-68813938-8, $16.00.

Reviewed by Pam Eastlick, Planetarium
Coordinator, UOG Station, Mangilao, Guam,
USA.
Something that has been a boon to planetariums, but may not have been the wisest
choice for the general public, was the decision made back in the 1930s not to include
astronomy/cosmology as a required subject
in American high schools. This decision has
meant that there is no uniform method for
teaching the subjects most dear to the planetarium community.

Reviewed by Pam Eastlick, Planetarium
Coordinator, UOG Station, Mangilao, Guam,
USA.
It's finally happened. A book review I really don't want to write. It's not the book itself
- the book is quite wonderfuL It's the sub-

(this volume is) a complete lesson unit for teachers on gravity,
cosmology and the speed of light and includes 11 lesson plans.
And, as we all know, John and Jane Q
Public are woefully ignorant of the most
basic concepts concerning outer space. Much
of the current belief in aliens and the current
hysteria about asteroids is a direct result of
that knowledge void. This book is a wonderful stopgap measure to that dismal state of
affairs. It's a complete lesson unit for teachers
on gravity, cosmology and the speed of light
and includes 11 lesson plans. Though it says
it's targeted for 5th-8th grades, I think it
would be appropriate for most high school
students as well.
There are several different teaching strategies used (including Think-Pair-Share, roleplaying and graphiC organizers) and it
includes hands-on activities, student work
sheets, background information for students
and a play starring Isaac Newton, Aristotle,
Max Born, Galileo and Albert Einstein. (The
play alone is worth the price of the book!)
Though the rest of the book is outstanding, the book's real strong point is the easyto-understand background information for
the teachers. Most teachers didn't have
astronomy in high school either (and most
of them didn't take it in college) so this book
is a double treasure. I am a member of AASTRA (American Astronomical Society
Teacher Resource Agent) and I am always on
the lookout for excellent activities for teachers. This book fits the profile and is every bit
as good as the wonderful The Universe at
Your Fingertips. Recommend this book as a
terrific resource to teachers who come to
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ject matter. I'm dreadfully sorry such a book
had to be written. It's a children's book,
meant to be read to younger children or read
by a child with at least second grade reading
skills.
The book is Grandpa Takes Me to THE
MOON by Timothy Gaffney, illustrated by
Barry Root, and it tells the story of a small
boy (unnamed) whose grandfather (also
unnamed) was one of the astronauts who
went to the moon. The boy asks the grandfather to tell him what the moon was like and
then As Grandpa tells his story, I close my
eyes and imagine I'm going with him."
With each successive page, they journey
to the moon and explore once
get
there. The story ends with the child back in
his room asking Grandpa if the flag, the footprints, the rover, etc., are still there. The child
then asks, "Grandpa can I ever go to the
moon?" To which Grandpa replies,
sure, if you like. Then you'll have the story
to tell to your grandchildren."
The illustrations are lovely and several feature a lOW-key double-page spread of the
scene with more saturated 'pictures' of the
scene overlying each separate page. On the
last double page, however, the background
'scene' of the boy's bedroom has changed to
the moon's surface, a nice touch.
I only have one quarrel with this book.
The author states in the preface that he got
the idea for the book when he and his young
daughter visited with James Irwin, the
Apollo 15 astronaut, but the child featured in
/I
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the
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has

character.
Despite that, I like this book.
it ever had to be written. I'm sorry
of the moon have once again become
time stories instead of front page
sorry we put all our eggs in the Shuttle
ket and pulled back from space in "-'-JlH_",C".
But I do sound a note of
learned (from the
International is
study on
the Lunar Hilton.
Perhaps the child hero/heroine of
Takes Me to THE MOON won't have to
content with bedtime stories
moon for much longer!

The Case for Mars,
Robert
Zubrin, Touchstone, an
of Simon & Schuster.
Avenue of the Americas, New
York, New York, 10020, USA,
1997, ISBN 0-684-82757-3, $13.00.
Reviewed by Francine Jackson,
Rhode Island Planetarium, Providence,
Rhode Island, USA.
Why aren't we on Mars? Yes, we
ing toward that
but the expense, as
goes, appears to be astronomical.
rrrwrl',rHT to Robert Zubrin, a
manned Martian missions should cost
fraction of the r\l'/.,.,rrc>r1
continuous run of """rlrLrr,r.c
bor.
In The Case
Mars, author Zubrin
recounts his idea for Mars Direct, a
approach to Mars
that he introduced in 1990. While a senior
at
Martin Marietta (now Lockheed Martin),
Zubrin was part of a group
in the
delvelopmE~nt of advanced concepts for interplanetary missions. His
- and much
simplified - concepts involve no
interplanetary spclCelcratt

why aren't we on
Instead, the crew and cargo go to Mars
booster rocket, much as the
were launched. However, unlike the
program, where pU,p ... " t h
survi val was
Zubrin's
to the lower cost is
Marsnative resources to make its return fuel and as

would be commonplace by now, and details
how it could, with relatively little time and
money, become a reali ty. Sounds good to me.
Read it yourself and decide.

the back of the fold-out are several "v",,,f-i,,-,..n
myths, a nice touch.
We're also treated to a size scale
an explanation for Olber's Paradox
grams of how space could be curved
consequences of each modeL Inflation
early universe rates its own double page
spread and several
scientists
given their own boxes with a their
and a short
of their ao:ornplisI1ments (Le. Allen Guth,
Edwin Hubble and many others).
double page
deals with
Bangs."
Big Bang: The
Universe is easy to
understand and an excellent in1:roduction
current theories of how the universe
where it is
and how it all
always, a huge part of the book's success
in the marvelous illustrations

many consumables as physically possible.
A Zubrin launch would consist of a maximum of four crew members traveling to
Mars in a small payload ship, not the
Battlestar Galactica behemoth usually conjured up when talking interplanetary travel.
Included would be enough cargo, with recycling capabilities, for a one-way trip.
Everything needed to live on Mars, and the
fuel needed to return, would be manufactured on the surface of Mars itself, with the
exception of the first few trips. Those first
trips would have been preceded by
unmanned cargo ships containing about two
years' worth of supplies, enough for the
Marsnauts to live comfortably while preparing the planet for future generations of visitors.
Is it possible? Zubrin believes it is, and for
about one-tenth the cost per flight indicated
by U.S. government projections. His research
indicates that, for Mars to be a future permanent destination rather than a several-year
showplace as the Moon was, the project
would require very little effort. So why
aren't we on Mars?
Zubrin wrote this book just as ALH84001
was being showcased. Because of this, he
added a Special Addendum, stressing the
need to get to Mars to better
the
possibilities this meteorite may be trying to
impart.
This book is a good, interesting read. It
takes a concept which, as a child, I thought

the Universe, the latest offering for children
from Heather Couper, Nigel Henbest,
Luciano Corbella & DK Publishing.
The format is much the same as that for
Black Holes (reviewed in the September 1997
issue of Planetarian) including a double foldout at the book's center that contains a timeline of the universe from the Big Bang into
both alternate futures (open & closed). On

Corbella. We are visual thinkers and
ture truly is worth a thousand words.
Buy this book for your children, but
will also learn from it. Stock it in your bookstores. The $16.95 list price is well
ticket of admission to the mysteries
History

(Gibbous, continued from page 40)

data, according to Director Neil De Grasse

according to
Guill (former Director,
Gibbes Planetarium, South Carolina State
Museum.) The new Renaissance Center in
Dickson, TN will have an IDT (Interactive
Domed Theater), according to Kevin Scott,
which will include a Digistar II and has been
designed to accommodate StarRider in the
future. And we met several conference attendees in London who will have new planetariums in England soon.
Many of the famous older planetariums in
the United States are being remodeled and
are installing all-dome video projection.
Griffith
in Los Angeles has
received funding for a complete renovation
with state-of-the-art technology, according
to Program Supervisor
Adler
Planetarium in Chicago is building a new
domed theater which will feature Evans &
Sutherland's StarRider video system. When
the new Hayden Planetarium in New York
opens in 2000, it will a1:0 feature detailed alldome three-dimensional video images (such
Mapping Project)
as their Digital
which are being generated from original

With six different versions of all-dome
video projection now available, and a variety
of formats for video itself, the IPS Technical
Committee has a heavy load of projects.
Committee Chair Kevin Scott (former
Producer, Omnisphere Theater, Coco-Cola
Space Science Center, Columbus, Georgia)
has said we can look forward to published information on "intensive technology reviews
and possibly some general industry recommendations for various levels of video capability." At this time, the committee has
members from Finland, Spain,Japan, Canada,
and the US. They're hoping to produce technology usage guidelines, hints, potential
standards, and product reviews. Perhaps their
most important role will be that of "human"
resources for various technologies and their
potential role in domed theaters.
Aaron McEuen has reported that there will
be some major changes soon at Hansen Planetarium, in Salt Lake City, Utah. New Director Sarah
attended the conference in
London and had the opportunity to meet
many planetarians for the first time.

Micklev;SdUIllidt (Director of the
urn at the Air Force
in
Springs), reports that they have a
Stritng.hMn. He
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Big Bang: The Story of the Universe, Heather Couper & Nigel
Henbest, DK Publishing, 95
Madison Avenue, New York,
New York, USA, ISBN 0-78941484-8, $16.95.
Reviewed by Pam Eastlick, Planetarium
Coordinator, UOG Station, Mangilao, Guam,
USA.
You open the book to a two-page spread
that's mostly empty space. Then, as with the
real event, things really begin to happen.
What are you holding? Big Bang: The Story of

The list price is well worth the ticket of
of "The History of Everything".
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of
learning the wide range of
do
to develop,
and present a program
in the round.
has also had volunteer
from a
school student
David Lambird.
Web pages ... Bowen Productions has new
web pages, with information about all the
different services
offer.
conaucnnlg some
the United States. Loch Ness has 1"'or'onHu
revised their web pages, to include
more information. Mark and
Petersen (Loch Ness Productions) traveled to
visit the original Loch Ness after the IPS conference in London last summer; check out
some of their photos on their web page.
olyn reported that the drive from Manchester to Loch Ness was
hours,
that
driving on the left side of the road
getting used to.
U
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ANSWER: That's easy. Everybody asks about our theme song which
is the classic 'Arabesque # l' by Claude Debussy performed by
Tomita on the still available
album (RCA)

At what

and

,

•

the week can I see

'STAR GAZER'l

ANSWER: Most TV stations air 'STAR GAZER' just before nightly
sign-off. However, due to 'STAR GAZER'S' enormous popularity a
number of stations find the show's 5-minute format can fit anywhere during the broadcast day and air the show more fre
quently. Local TV listings seldom include 5-minute shows, so
it's best to call the station for the broadcast schedule.

If • can't
ISTAR GAZER' on
hometown
PBS staiUOli'll.t how can I see it where I livel
ANSWER: 'STAR GAZER' is provided fr:.e.e. of ~ by WPBT, Miami
to all PBS stations. If you can't find it, write or call your local
PBS station and ask if they will air it and remind them that it is.
avai lable fr.ee. of ~.

pelrmlissiion to use "STAR
teaching in the
Class&"oom. scuenc:e museum or
usel
ANSWER: No. In fact, many astronomy clubs, teachers, science
museums and planetariums have been taping 'STAR GAZER' off
the air and using it regularly as a way to reach their public.

Is there
way • can
local PBS
ANSWER: Yes. A month's worth of 'STAR GAZER' episodes are fed
monthly to a satellite from which all PBS stations take it for their
local programming. Anyone with a satellite dish is welcome to
the satellite feed. Again, no permission is required. For satellite
feed dates and times call Monday through Friday (Eastern time)
305-854-4244. Ask for Ms. Harper or Mr. Dishong.

I am a tea.cn.er pllanmng
would like several dSTAR
vance, but I do not have access
Is there
way I can

4STAR

GAZER'l

ANSWER: Any teacher anywhere around the world can obtain
'STAR GAZER' episodes in advance through their NASA e.O.R.E.
Teachers' Resource Center. For details write: NASA e.O.R.E.;
Lorain County Joint Vocational School; 15181 Route 58 South;
Oberlin, OH. 44074. Or visit our website: www.jackstargazer.com
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TV

on

"... one of the few writers who can
translate
into
popular language without losing the CI"I,orU'a
Dr.
Nobel Laureate
" knows how to come down from
the
tower and make """''f ..n..,''''' .....'''
accessible. "
Lovi, Astronomer
American
"... 1never miss it. As someone
involved in science
I'm enthralled
with Jack Horkheimer's science fact. "
John Nathan Turner,
'Dr. Who'
Executive

Produced in ",,-,r,,,-,,", .. ,,,.,,..,.,",
Miami Museum of "-,"",n"",,.,,',,
Planetarium

.,

t
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w.
and EuroPlaNet
Rumfordstr.
Muenchen
Germany
Greetings!
My message can hardly cover all what is
going on in this year, which indeed seems to
be a wonderful year for planetariums many many new projects, the celebration of
7S years of planetarium ... and a wonderful
IPS conference in London!
Hope you did not miss it! It was indeed a
remarkable conference. Undine and her staff
have done such a great job and prepared a
conference in style and with all sorts of magical moments - from Stonehenge to SpaceAge and all dome-video.
I am especially pleased that besides the
many excellent papers which were presented
in many parallel sessions of the conference,
the new formats for interaction we tried out
were remarkably successful. Indeed, they
proved to be no one-way streets; instead, we
had very lively and often controversial discussions about issues we all are facing at the
end of this millennium. Let us continue with
these lively discussions - our IPS Journal
Planetarian is your forum for this! Be sure
that we will invite and encourage the panelists to present their views and give you the
opportunity for extended discussion.
Make it so! Indeed, IPS has come a long
way - and the London conference showed
us how rich in flavors from different regions
of Planet Earth our society really is - and we
are still widening our view ....

Australasian Planetarium Society
- A future IPS Affiliate
IPS will soon have a new affiliate member
- the Australasian Planetarium SOciety, the
first planetarium association on the southern hemisphere! Following their upcoming
charter meeting, we expect their formal
request for affiliation in the next few
months. Have a look at their nice web site
http://www.cfmeu.asn.au/APS. There you
will find links to all of the current APS-membel'S (Canberra Planetarium, Wollongong
Science Centre, Launceston Planetarium, Sir
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Thomas Brisbane Planetarium, Auckland
Planetarium, Melbourne Planetarium,
Golden Bay Planetarium, Sydney Observatory, Skywatch Observatory, Southern Skies
Mobile, Adelaide Planetarium). From now on
you can already expect to find news from
the Australasian region in Lars Broman's column International News.
The IPS officers will continue to encourage new affiliations - there are indeed some
rather favourable signs that, both on the
Indian subcontinent and in Spain, planetariums may team up to form new regional associations. We certainly want to see this
become a reality soon.

Electronic Publishing - Our Web
and THE DAILY PLANET ARIAN
Following Tom Hocking's suggestion, I
had recently appointed Tom Callen new
chair of the IPS Web Subcommittee (part of
the IPS Publication Committee). Tom Hocking, the former chair, remains an important
member of that committee and is indeed
fully absorbed with his important task as IPS
Webmaster - in addition to his wellreceived role as manager of the listserver
Dome-I.
The London conference marked the official presentation of the completed webdesign for the new Internet presence of IPS.
Point your Browsers to http://www.ipsplanetarium.org and enter our new electronic information center on the worldwide web!
Explore for yourself and find out how useful it is for you to access the most up-to-date
information about IPS. The new design,
spearheaded by Tom Callen, is indeed very
appealing and I am quite sure you will agree
that it makes it easy to navigate between different layers of details. Don't miss the pages
about the London conference you will
find them in the Events section - along with
the preview pages for the upcoming IPS conferences.
These pages include a new, rather experimental feature we launched at this IPS
conference - a daily electronic newspaper
about the conference highlights - THE
DAILY PLANETARIAN: http://www.ipsplanetari um.org/ i ps-conference.h tml #
DAILYNEWS
It includes many photos taken with electronic cameras and hence shows you many
happy faces from London, Jodrell Bank,
Stonehenge and Ireland. Although this time
we only managed to upload these pages one
day after the conference, we feel that this
can be a wonderful service for the future.
We will continue to explore this area of
electronic publication in the next few
months. Web-Publishing as a whole, this
branch of IPS Publication, will certainly
Planetarian

grow in importance and may even become
the major venue for publication
near
future (by downloading and
out
respective publications as pdf-files, or even
by putting password
membersonly databases on the web) - however, we
have to take into account that
the
rapidly growing number of IPS members
who will be able to access the Internet, we
still have to serve all those members
the globe who are not. We will learn more
about the respective numbers when
survey our membership (see below).
Above such rather tricky considerations it
is quite obvious that we will
further
all features of our web site, where we can
offer additional services to ~.u''-H.'iJ'_'''C>AHiJ,
which until now were either
or
too expensive via classical print- and snailmail technologies. This includes the concept
of real-time access. For the next IPS conference we envision that those who will not be
able to attend the conference can fonow the
events via live-webcasts with audio- and
video signals streaming online from the conference site. The respective technology is
already available and it will allow us to have
many virtual participants who will even be
to
able to communicate and ask
the speakers online ....
t"OOT.anle
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First

The large and impressive video wall the
main conference hall gave participants of IPS
98 the opportunity to see many eX(:itlmg
new video graphics from different vendors.
Also shown was the Preview
of the
upcoming IPS LASERDISK 1. This tape and
the upcoming disk mark a next step in our
process of making accessible first class
imagery from non-profit international organizations for the IPS membership.
The first step was the Slide Service in cooperation with the NASA/ESA Space
Science Institute and the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. (The group of IPS Media
Representatives is still doing a great job in
their respective regions, acting as nodes for
duplication of newly released slides.)
Now we are about to offer you videosequences for use in your theater! The tape
shown in London includes those video
graphiCS which are best suited for .,...1-:o,."o1--:>1',L
urn use (selected from many hours of Betacam tapes which were issued to broadcasters
by the European Space Agency in recent
months). About 2S minutes of video include
mainly computer animations of ESA-satellites and profiles of scientific space missions
- among them Meteosat,
Hipparcos, Cluster, the Columbus module of
ISS et. a1. - plus real footage of a SPE~ct(lCullar
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Ariane Slaunch, the Cassini-Huygens launch
and time-lapse imagery of the solar corona
taken by SOHO. Please note that you will
not have a black background in most of
these scenes, but they are spectacular
enough to be very useful for your theater or
in your preshow areas. The disk should be
ready before December and will be made
available at cost to IPS members (we think it
may cost about $100).
Check out the IPS Web site for further
details - we plan to post some sample
images on our pages plus a complete list of
the sequences and info on how to order the
disk. If you cannot access the web site, do
not worry - we plan to include an order
form in the upcoming mailing of our IPS
Survey later this year.

We have a new chairperson for the IPS
Language Committee. It is Lars Broman - an
IPS Veteran (whom I even call a PlanetariumGuru). Like his predecessor, he is also from
Sweden (Borlange) and an activist for IPS
across language borders in Europe and
beyond. On behalf of IPS Council and Membership I first want to thank Marie Radbo,
former chairperson of the IPS Language
Committee, for reviving the committee late
last year. She had put together a good team,
which immediately picked up the challenge
and did a great job by preparing updated versions of the IPS Membership Information thanks to that effort, dear colleagues, we
now even have a Chinese Version!
After such a successful start, it was quite
unfortunate that - due to her increasing
workload in her job - Marie had to offer her
resignation just a few months ago. Finding a
new chairperson who would have a wide
international background and who would
put his energy into improving the international character of IPS seemed to be a difficuI t task for me. Well, Lars Broman was
indeed an excellent choice for us. Like Marie,
he is also from Sweden (Borlange), wellknown in the international planetarium
community, and already an activist for IPS
across language borders in Europe and
beyond Along with the IPS Officers and the
Council I was very pleased that Lars finally
agreed to take over the vacant chair of the
IPS Language Committee and continue the
good work. There will be continuity because
Marie agreed to stay on the committee as
team-mate. Hence, the current makeup of
the IPS Language Committee is as follows:
Lars Broman, Sweden (Chair)
Tatsuyuki Arai,Japan
Javier Armentia, Spain
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Jon Elvert, USA/Germany
Donna Pierce, USA
Marie Radbo, Sweden
Alexander Serber, Russia
Cui Shi-Zhi, China
Surrounding the two-part council meeting
in London, Lars and several council members discussed the future activities of the
Language Committee. We seem to share the
vision that this committee could evolve into
an IPS Language!Internationalization Committee, which should help IPS members to
communicate and cooperate across cultural
borders - not just mere borders of language.
First activities however, will aim at
* making publications from non-English
speaking regiOns easier accessible to all
members (publishing major articles or at
least abstracts in English in our journal

ium de Montreal in a str;ate,gic partrler:mlp
order to coordinate I-.HUHHU~F.
ference on site. SAPM is a n01n-;go'veI"nrneJotctl,
non-profit
moting astronomy and related SUeIl(.:es
the public,
e:XCJnallg{~S bletvveen
the professional and amateur astronomers
Quebec,and
the
activities of the pl,m~~tanum.
Pierre Lacombe, the director of
tarium de Montreal, will be our host
chairman of the Local Orl~allizjlng
tee for IPS 2000. He will
I..-H''-Ul.ua.I>'.H1J>;

site - once more,
ence pages under EVENTS:
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* making articles in the Planetarian more
accessible to those in non-English speaking countries (publishing abstracts of
major articles in other languages in relevant publications like the Japanese Planetarium Society magazine Twilight)

I am indeed pleased to see that we found
some volunteers already who indicated that
they will work with us towards that goal. If
you want to contribute or have any other
suggestions, please get in touch with Lars
Broman, whose full address, including email,
is given on page 4 of this magaZine. (Lars is
also the IPS Affiliate Representative for the
Nordic Planetarium Assoc.)

IPS 2000 in "",.,.......... . . .
At the dawn of the new millennium, the
1S th conference of IPS will be held at the
Queen Elisabeth Hotel in Montreal. Quebec
(Canada). This jewel of the Canadian Pacific
Hotels is situated in the heart of downtown
Montreal, only minutes from Old Montreal
and the many cultural activities this city has
to offer. Central Station, Montreal's subway
system, as well as over 1,000 boutiques and
stores, are all linked directly to the hotel by
underground pedway.
According to the preliminary schedule,
you should already mark the following dates
for IPS 2000 in your calendar: Sunday, July
9th, 2000 till Thursday, July 13th, 2000. The
Post-Conference Tour would leave on the
day after for Quebec City, Ottawa, Niagara
Falls and New York City (possible visit of the
new Hayden Planetarium/Rose Center for
Earth and Space) - however, be aware that
this is yet to be confirmed.
If you cannot wait till 2000, then visit the
web site of the Planetarium de Montreal
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In London, IPS Council had to vote on
conference site for the year 2002.
indeed tough! We had four excellent
and the decision was made in favor
Centro de Convenciones de
Morelia, Michoacan (Mexico).
lations to our future hosts, Gabriel R.
Director of the Planetarium and
Sandoval Gutierrez, Director of
vention Center - both were in attendance
the London
and very
the decision. You can be sure that
show us what Mexican
The
conference dates in Morelia
be
13-18 in 2002 and
for
Conference Tour to the
developed.
This second IPS conference in Mexico
be a wonderful chance for IPS to reach
once more to the
and D"'''''I-1,,,-,,,,><'O
speaking planetariums in South America.
assured that your officers,
with
Association of Mexican Planetariums,
work towards that end - there are
cV'~"'-''''''''T new
and plametariurll
projects in both Central and South
plus a
and rich treasury of etr:mclastronomical findings, which we all
hear and learn more about.
Thank you to our future hosts for irn,ii-ir.,-,us into such a rich cultural larlQ~;Cape
addition, I also like to thank the other
tenders for IPS 2002:
Museum
lulu), American Museum of Natural
tory /Hayden Planetarium (New York
and the Chabot
and
Center (Oakland) who all will open
HH.UL",V'

'-'''-J'\''Ll\..'--
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Since the last issue of the Planetarian, some
250 delegates have participated in the International Planetarium Conference IPS'98 in
London, UK. Great thanks are due to Undine
Concannon and her several colleagues for
hosting this very international meeting!
During the IPS business meeting, there
were progress reports from sixteen of the
eighteen IPS Affiliate Associations. Borovyk
Vitaliy from Kiev Planetarium reported on
the difficult situations for planetariums in
Ukraine. During previous decades, many
planetariums had been created in former
churches (Greek-orthodox catholic churches
have suitable domes) but as a consequence of
the political changes, such planetariums
have been changed back to places for religion instead of scientific descriptions of the
universe. Two Australian planetarians,
Martin George and Peter Williamson, told
about the plans to form an Australian! Asian
Planetarium Association with affiliation to
IPS.
IPS President Thomas W. Kraupe has conveyed news about Russian problems: "On 14
July 1998 the Moscow Planetarium marked
the fourth anniversary of its closing. The
Planetarium is disconnected from the systems of heating and water supply. The permanent threat exists that they will switch
off the power supply and disconnect the
telephones. The building, being an architectural monument of the 20th century,
entered in all architectural catalogues, having the richest background, is graduall y
becoming dilapidated and going to ruin."
The International News column depends
entirely on contributions that I receive from
IPS Affiliate Associations all over the world.
Please continue to contribute as you have
done before. In order to be sure that your
text will make it into the column, please
send it so I have it at the first day of the
Planetarian deadline month, preferably by e-
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mail - send only regular text, please! The
deadlines for contributions to No. 4!98 is
thus 1 October, and for No. 1/99 is 1January.
Thanks to Bart Benjamin, Kevin Co nod,
Jean-Michel Faidit, Dieter B. Herrmann,
Donna Pierce, Loris Ramponi, and Christine
Shupla for your contributions to International News. You are welcome back with
new reports, and I look forward to reports
from other Associations as well. Please
remember that a short note is also appreciated!

The Association of French-Speaking
Planetariums aims at the promotion of planetariums in France and countries where
French is spoken, and to develop exchanges
between them. The French planetariums
include fifteen medium and large planetariums and a hundred small planetariums,
either fixed or portable, professional or amateur, open to public or devoted to school
only. The Association has edited an annual
magazine since 1995. This contains all kind
of papers about planetaria: educational and
technical aspects, activities, and in the
Planet-Arium, new planetariums, synopses
and times of programs, meetings like IPS conferences and those of planetarium associations in other European countries (Planetariums, BP 1088, F 34007 Montpellier, France).
The Association aims also at the creation
and exchange of spectacles, training sessions
for planetarium staff, educational materiel,
help to new projects, and a joint purchase
network. Every year, in May, there is a meeting. In 1999, it will be held in Strasbourg, in
preparation of the eclipse of sun of 11 August,
for which an organizational meeting was
held to co-ordinate planetarium public
activities (President Agnes Acker). Headquarters: Planetarium de Strasbourg, Rue de
l'Universite, F 67000 Strasbourg, France.

German
Most of the German planetariums are
members of the board of German tJA~H~"HA
ums 'Rat Deutscher Planetarien' (RDP). RDP
acts in the field of common interests of the
planetariums in Germany. Presently, nineteen planetariums are members of the board,
among them ten large planetariums. The
annual number of all visitors in the RDP
planetariums were in 1997 1,512 million and
in 1996 1,468 million people. In 1997, seven
planetariums of the nineteen RDP member
planetariums attracted more than 100,000
visitors.
The earlier GDR (presently eastern
Germany) planetariums obtained a lot of difficulties after the German reunification in
Planetarian

tors was changed tUI1G2lm,en1:all
many social, political and financial "....,../'h'~~,~
as well as a serious decrease of staff
in the institutions resulted in a
decrease of visitors.
of the i..-." .. ;+~, .... ·;~~-~
were threa tened with
always supported those plcme'tar'imlls.
while, the situation has
and
dated, especially due to the engagement
the heads and staffs. For instance, in
Berlin Zeiss-Grossplanetarium the
visitors increased from 41,000 in
111,000 in 1997.
Moreover, the traditional pl(mE~ta]~lUm
the city of Jena has left the
with respect to number of visitors
reunification, and has
man y visitors.
The smaller planetariums in
Germany practiced in the GDR the ....... ",-nrl~ .... ~
ry astronomy lessons at
Today a part of the smaller plane1tan.unlS
modernized and active, but are
without staff members.
Some development is however also
on. Recently, the planetarium in
and Jena received the new Zeiss
projector Universarium.
""_H'.U'-.-.Lc

I-'ot<.:ytc'rn

Great
ation
illinois. The Illinois State MeetlIlg
on Saturday, 25 April, in Mansfield,
Hosted
Wayne James, the group
local
school where James
be teaching in his Starla b the
week. We were treated to an
morning filled with wonderful demcmstra
tions of the.Starlab,
various
that James teaches in it. The "extended
ing" continued into the afternoon as
enjoyed socializing over lunch.
Elsewhere in the state, the Waubonsie
Valley H. S. Planetarium had new
installed during the summer break.
continued growth in the school district,
planetarium is working on £10·<701""...... ; .... ,..
tual field trip", based on the Internet, where
fourth graders will be able to
the
solar system, perform "vlnaT·;rn"" ...... ~
laborate with several schools thlrDlH!-rlOllt
district in the development of a
the moon or Mars.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Parkland College in Champaign once
offered summer matinees
the
mer in addition to their
and
night public programs. This summer's
tured shows included Teddy's Quest,
Cat in Space, Prairie Skies, are-run
Voyager Encounters,
back-to-back
Planet Patrol double features, and a re-run of
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the spacy light show Louder Space.. In early
summer, Parkland College opened a campus
solar system model, funded through the
local school district, where interested
patrons "drove" from the Sun out to
Neptune, 1.9 miles away. It's not as impressive as Sheldon Schafer's but you can reach
the planets a bit sooner! The staff is in the
process of co-writing a new fifth grade
school program with local astronaut Joe
Tanner. The Staerkel web page can be found
at: http://www.parklandcc.il.us/coned/pla
Honey, I Shrunk the Universe played at
Lakeview Museum Planetarium through 16
August. The planetarium then closed
through September for installation of an AllSky system, 18/1 Zoom-Slew, and additional
Sky-Skan automation. The equipment was
funded by a $55,000 grant received from the
Ruby K. Worner Charitable Trust. The
Interplanetary Bicycle Ride was held 25-26
July. The first Interplanetary Run has been
scheduled for 10 April 1999. Sheldon Schafer
has been appointed to the Illinois State
Board of Education's Performance Standards
and Assessment Advisory Team in Science.
Attendance at the Garth Brooks' Laser Light
Shows beat out that at Pink Floyd's Dark Side
of the Moon during the spring run of laser
light shows. Extra shows had to be added to
meet the unanticipated country audience.
The Cernan Earth and Space Center at
Triton College in River Grove closed for five
to six weeks (beginning 8 June) for theater
renovation. New carpeting was installed in
the dome theater, office areas and gift shop,
and theater seating was repaired and refurbished. Upon its reopening in mid-July, the
Cernan Center presented the C-360 film
Seasons and Through the Eyes of Hubble as
their earth and sky shows, Our Place in Space
and Zip! Zoom! Whiz! as their children's
shows, and three different laser light shows.
Staff member Kevin Cole was one of fifteen
people in the U. S. and Canada to be selected
as a Galileo Europa Mission (GEM) Educator
Fellow. During the next two years, Kevin and
his Cern an Center colleagues will lead workshops to teach educators about the GEM mission.
The ISU Planetarium in Normal presented
Galaxies during the summer, while Teddy's
Quest returned in September. Herman
Restrepo and Joel Heidemann recently
joined the staff of the ISU Planetarium, while
Chad Johnson left the planetarium to complete his physics degree.
Indiana. The Indiana Planetarians met at
the 1998 GLPA conference site in Nashville,
Indiana on 25 April. There were twelve planetarians, ten students, and Gregg Williams'
mother in attendance. Ron Kaitchuck
announced that the planetarium class will

be held again this summer at Ball State
University and that there was a large group
this year. The afternoon session was devoted
to the plans for the GLPA Fall Conference.
Mrs. Williams will be handling the registration table for us. Gregg's students will also be
available to help.
Keith Turner of the Marion High School
Planetarium presented the show Dinosaurs
this spring for the public. The planetarium
also ran the GLP A show Solar System Adventure for 3rd grade, and the response to it so
far has been very good. Soon, they will run
Just Imagine from the Sudekum Planetarium
for the 4th grade and perhaps public shows
as well. This project was made possible by
winning a door prize at the GLPA annual
conference.
Mitch Luman at the Koch Planetarium in
Evansville served as co-chair for the ALCON
'98 Convention, which was hosted by the
Evansville Astronomical Society and the
Louisville Astronomical Society on 21-25
July. This U. S. national convention of amateur astronomers convened at French Lick
Springs Resort in French Lick, Indiana.
The Muncie Community Schools Planetarium showed Dinosaurs by JHE and Inner
Space to school groups. Elementary and
Middle School students entered the NASA
and NST A sponsored 1998 Intergalactic Art
Project Contest consisting of original art work
as well as a narrative with attached bibliography explaining the science in the art piece.
MCS Planetarium elementary students
received 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Indiana State
Awards, and middle school students received
1st, 2nd, and 3rd Indiana State Awards and
National Honorable Mention. Winning
Intergalactic Art Projects were on display in
Washington, DC during the Space Day
events on 20-21 May at the National Mall.
Winning Projects will tour for one year and
then are returned to students. 1 652 names
were collected for the '98 Mars Polar Land
chip.
Michigan. In June, the Shiras Planetarium
in Jackson presented All Systems Go!, which
documents the space program from Sputnik
to the first moon landing. In July, they presented Life Beyond Earth, which is about
extra-terrestrial life in our galaxy, and in
August, they presented Destination Universe:
Our Future in Space.
The McMath Planetarium in Bloomfield
Hills presented Secrets of the Summer Sky,
which looks at the sky from pole to equator
to explore the differences. Also, a new family
laser show debuted with Beatles music. Plans
are in the works for a major renovation
which will include the installation of a
Digistar (securing Michigan's position as the
most Digistar-enhanced state) and SPICE.
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Renovation will start in the fall.
The Abrams Planetarium in East
will premiere The Cowboy Astronomer
Rusty Rocket's Last Blast in the fall. No
shows are currently in
The
Hurst Planetarium in Jackson was closed for
the summer.
Ohio. A saros of Buckeye
(that is, about nineteen of them) convened
at the Vandalia-Butler Planetarium on Saturday, 25 April for their annual
Host Tom Fagan is nearing the end of
first year back in the
and is
busy putting the facility in
order
and in developing a K-4 curriculum which
will gradually expand to include
grades as well.
An extensive set of contributed papers
made the meeting a
and informative
one. John Schroer began the paper session
showing superb video of
total
solar eclipse as he saw it from the Caribbean
under ideal viewing conditions; the cries of
excitement as totality began reminded us all
a
of the intense emotional impact of
total eclipse, even for veteran eclipse chasers.
Chuck Bueter continued his series of innovative paper plate models for
phenomena with a novel arrangement for
showing the visibility of the planets. Dale
Smith demonstrated a number of 5urpri.siI1lg
sky sights visible from the southern hemisphere, such as seeing the Big Dipper from
Australia or seeing both the Southern
Northern Crosses at the same time. Boncho
Bonev, a BGSU graduate student from Bulgaria, described the planetariums of
and their various programming activities.
Dori Anderson explained a guided
exercise she has written that carefully leads
upper elementary students to understan(jiI1lg
the phases of the moon. Gene
described the Shaker Space Station Simulation
Camp he will be co-leading in August. (For
further information, contact Gene at
starman@stratos.net.) Roger Grossenbacher
did a demonstration of dowsing and
described some scientific experiments to test
the validity of dowsing claims.
this year as direcGrossenbacher is
tor of the Peters Planetarium at Lancaster
High School. Grossenbacher has ably directHe
ed this facility for well over a saws
has been a regular participant in state meetings besides a number of GLPA conferences,
and has hosted the Ohio meeting twice,
most recently in 1994. Grossenbacher has
developed an impressive roster of Dal:tl(:m,ltory programs. The unenviable task of
to fill Grossenbacher's shoes
Dan
Smith, a chemist about to tum planetarian.
Ohio's newest and southernmost pl,mE~ta:rium opened at Shawnee State ini',,,,,,·,,itu in
La.U;)!!1)<,
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Portsmouth on 24 April. The Clark Planetarium features an impressive array of equipment including a Digistar II star projector
(more about this facility in a coming
Planetarian). Bruce Brazell, formerly of the
Don Harrington Discovery Center in Texas,
is the new director.
Wisconsin/Minnesota. About fifteen very
strongly-interacting WIMPs ventured to
Menasha, Wisconsin and the UW Fox
Valley's brand new sparkling Barlow Planetarium. Greeting them were Torn Frantz and
Karen Klamczynski, hosts of the 2.6 million
dollar "world-class" facility (of which 1.6 million was raised privately). Beautifully
designed from both the inside and outside,
the Barlow houses a Digistar, interactive
seats, and a slightly tilted 12 degree projection dome. WIMPs witnessed Buhl's Through
the Eyes of Hubble and a live solar system
show for kids.
Other meeting highlights included a crystal clear night of stargazing with the local
astronomy group, a talk on the cosmological
constant, and a look at how the college
raised that 1,6 million.
The Minneapolis Planetarium is counting
down for its original productions of
3,2,l...BLAST OFF! and Astronomically Correct,
which opened in the summer and fall respectively.

Italian
ation
In the new site of the Natural Science
Museum of Rovereto, near the Lake of Garda,
a 6 meter dome planetarium with a "Gianpaolo Gambato" model opened last spring.
The planetarium room is surrounded by a
circular passage used for temporary photographic exhibitions about different nonastronomical topiCS. With a special yearly
ticket it is possible to participate in all the
activities of the museum, in the planetarium,
and at a public astronomical observatory
built in the Rovereto mountains.
In June, an exhibition about the history of
the Rome Planetarium (1925) and the new
project (1999-2000) opened in Rome. The
new site of the planetarium (14 meters dome)
will be the Museum of the Roman Civilization. A catalogue of the exhibition has been
published.
During the meeting of planetaria organized last spring in Sicily, together with the
annual conference of the Italian Astronomical SOCiety, an idea was presented of a small
Museum of Planetaria that could be realized
in Lumezzane (Brescia), where the National
Archive of Planetaria already exists
(www.cityline.it). During the meeting has
was the new 6 meter dome planetarium of a
secondary school of Scicli (Sicily) described;
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there already exists an observatory. Also the
idea of a National Workshop for Planetarium
Operators was one of the results of the meeting in Sicily. The workshop will be realized
in the Milan Planetarium (www.brera.mi
.astro.it).

Atlantic Planetarium
The new Board of Directors are: Lee Ann
Hennig, Joyce Towne Huggins, and Kevin
Conod; thanks to departing Board members
Fran Biddy and Jerry Vinski.
On 22-25 April, MAPS members enjoyed
another conference at Oglebay Park in
Wheeling, WV. The hospitality and facilities
were excellent. As an added bonus, many of
the gardens in the park were in full bloom,
Dr. Raymond Askew, Space Station Senior
Scientist for NASA, kicked off the conference
on Wednesday night with a nice presentation about the development and progress of
the International Space Station. We enjoyed
a reception with Dr. Askew following his lecture.
Thursday morning found Dr. James Kaler
updating the membership on what was
pening in astronomy over the last year.
Judging from the feedback from the membership, Dr. Kaler was a big hit. No wonder he
gets invited to GLPA conferences year after
year! The first paper session followed. Adam
Stachura did an admirable presentation on
Baltimore's Davis Planetarium which included their Rocks in Space exhibit, a neat street
festival for the February partial eclipse, and
the renovation of their observatory. Thomas
Konvolinka introduced the audience to a
unique planisphere called Overhead Skies
which can be used on a classroom overhead
projector. After lunch, the workshops and
Starlab Jamboree went into full swing.
Members had an option of attending Steve
Mitch's LPD-4 Slidemasking, Rick Pirko's
Catfood Cans & Doublestick Tape, Jeff Bowen's
Video Editing, and Vern Smith's Lunar
Certification workshops. A session on
writing was lead by Alan Davenport and
Laura Deines. John and Bebe Meader demonstrated the new super Starlab dome in the
Glessner Auditorium. Meanwhile the new
poster paper session featured a number of
interesting posters. In the evening many delegates took a short trip to Wheeling Jesuit
University for a tour of the NASA Classroom
of the Future and Challenger Center.
Friday opened with the second paper session which featured presentations on everything from asteroids to Joyce Towne
Huggins' thought-provoking paper on nontraditional show formats. The afternoon featured two paper sessions which began with
some spectacular all-sky demos by Joe
Planetarian

Hopkins and Laura
laser show demo
MAPS business ry,,>.o+irHT ""'.,..o,-.,>rlr,rI
banquet. Martin Ratcliffe included
interesting autot)lo,gr,lPtllcal anecdlJtE~S
ing his
Address.
The conference concluded on
discussion
you? A number of deJlegat(:s
got together for a farewell lunch
Wilson
before scattering, ro."""Tlr'iiT
thoughts of another great conference
them to the
corners of
region.
Thanks to all the sponsors
make this conference possi bIe!
thanks to the 1st
Visual uu"ut)<J<''-'-'
national,
Instruments Co., and the
Commission.
The 1999 MAPS Conference
12-15 May. The host will be
For more information, rrvn+',r-+
Skeeter Eliason, North Museum, P.
3003, Lancaster, PA 17604, tel. +1717
nmastro@ptd.net

Fifteen ~'-"''-A.UU_J
tries - Denmark, Finland,
Sweden participated in IPS'98.
conference, an informal "mE:etimg
during a lunch break, This was
Nordic Planetarium
this year, but
Nordic planetarians look forward to next
Nordic Planetarium Conference.
Finland,
take place in
first weekend of
1999 with
tarian Timo Rahunen as host. NPA
Hans Lundstrom
that
Association's finances are in
order, and
that concluded the meeting.
In London, Ole Knudsen from

Petersen, Orion Planetarium,
mark talked on The Stars nf"f'nrr:/i".1T
Vikings, Timo Rahunen on The Renovation
Tampere Planetarium, and Tom
Cosmonova, Stockholm, Sweden on
Tangled Web We Have. Marie
Chalmers
Sweden
talked on Shedding New
henge, presenting tindillgs
archeologist Emilia Pasztor, and paJm(:lP;ate~d
in the panel discussing Do Planetarium Shows
HlU' .... UCAH.... ,
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Create Misconceptions? Per and Lars Broman
presented Using Video Projection in Starlab
and Computers in Starlab (a computer presentation on Starlab, available on the Broman
Planetarium home page www.dalnet.serstella/broman) during mobile planetarium
workshops, and Lars presented his and Ivar
Reed Nakken's (Teknoteket, Oslo, Norway)
paper Science Circus Activities in Norway and
Sweden. Several of these will hopefully
appear in the Nordic planetarium electronic
newsletter NPEN.

Rocky Mountain Planetarium
Association
The Planetarium at Santa Fe Community
College recently celebrated it's third year of
operation and growth. They have a 9 m (30
foot) dome with a Spitz 512 star projector
and both AstroEase and SPICE automation
systems. Presentations include: Public shows
on Friday nights and Saturday mornings,
school shows on Tuesday through Thursday,
Celestial Highlights once a month, Celestial
Sounds (live concerts) six times a year, children's birthday parties, star parties, and speciallectures by astronomers or anthropologists as a part of our membership benefits, all
in addition to serving the Community
College classes. Accomplishing all of this is
the small staff: Suzanne Chippendale (Director), a part time secretary, and two members
of the Albuquerque Astronomical SOCiety
who assist in the presentation of all shows.
Santa Fe is "The City Different" and they
try to alternate the scientific programming
with cultural programming. Their best
response, besides from school children, has
been while partnering with the arts. The

(Memories, continued from page 26)

The group of twenty-six were laughing as
they walked out from under the fabric dome
with its PVC ribs and Spitz]unior projector.

Epilogue.

(President, continude from page 47)
new facilities before the beginning of the
new millennium. These splendid sites will be
prime places to visit and check out new technologies in the coming years - even earlier
than 2002.
Therefore, we all hope that we will be able
to combine visits to some of these sites with
upcoming IPS conferences in the form of
Post- or Pre-conference visits. Discussions
during the IPS Conference in London show-
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Santa Fe planetarium includes a live demonstration or audience participation section
with each recorded presentation. This summer they are actively participating in Kid's
College, a program run through The Center
for Continuing Education. Young ones will
be building rockets out of cardboard boxes
and older ones will be completing more
complex Estes rockets. All will participate in
a space exploration presentation for their
graduation ceremony.
Bess Amaral at the Goddard Planetarium
at Roswell, New Mexico is responding to the
UFO Encoun.ter 98 with a dose of fun and reality by showing 3D Mars - a combination of
Destination Mars and the 3D pictures from
the Pathfinder Mission. Of course, for UFO
diehards she has included their favorite
standby The Great UFO Mystery - the truth
about the Roswell Incident Not to be outdone
by other events, Amaral has also thrown in a
rock In roll laser light show to entice those
who didn't make the other two shows to
come back for some cool astronomy!
The University of Colorado museum has
just opened an 18 month exhibit called
Impact! about meteorites and collisions. Fiske
Planetarium is offering their program on
Cosmic Collisions in conjunction with the
exhibit. The Astronomical Society of the
Pacific is now offering a service in which
they notify their members of astronomy
talks around the country. Dr. Garmany at
Fiske also reports that she is now offering a
20% discount to anyone with an ASP membershi p card.
The planetarium at the USAF Academy is
in full swing for its summer activities which
includes Cadet Training in Surviva'I, Summer
Science Seminar for potential cadets (stu-

dents from all over the U. S.),
shows,
and retirement events. TSgt. Dough Glosson
is being cross trained at tech school for his
new Air Force Career in Intel. Their new staff
member taking Glosson's
Chuck Stringham. He is new to the IJAULLLI.UAI
um field and is in the process of learning
wide range of things that we do to rl':>'<TAIr.n
produce and present a program in the round
This year Director Mickey Schmidt has had
volunteer help from a young man named
David Lambird. He is a high school student
from Widefield, CO. He has been very energetic and eager to learn.
The Dorrance Planetarium at the Arizona
Science Center has been very busy in their
first year, with a quarter of a million
tarium visitors. The staff is currently running their original production, If the Earth
Were the Size of a Baseball, through the summer. Planetarium Manager Ryan Wyatt
expects to have a couple more original productions available to show visiting IJ"AUL'.<-U.
ans at the joint western regional conference
in October 1999.

dation
SWAP members are looking forward to
LA's Quadruple Conjunction: Where the Stars
Meet the Stars next month! Look for the latest on all the attendees in the Winter Solstice
Planetarian.
York Clamm (Austin) and his wife attended the IPS Conference in London this summer. Donna Favour and daughter toured
England, Scotland and Wales. Wish more
SWAP members could have gone to IPS'98.'t(

From 15 degrees north latitude, the only
real stars I saw during the week were the last
morning as an antiphonal set of roosters
crowed to each other in the valley. Near
Venus, I saw the Pleiades, Aldebaran, a little
more of Taurus and a couple of other stars.
Unless the proposed planetarium in the

capital city of Tegucigalpa has been completed, the revamped Spitz]unior may well have
produced the first pretend stars in Honduras.
Even though it has been a short term
memory for me, it may become a long term
memory for the first audience.
U

ed that some sites even consider to organize
regional Planetarium Conferences with
focus on a certain cuI tural connection
beyond the region - i.e. inviting IPS members who are interested to attend
All such possibilities to meet and exchange pOints of views are certainly very
valuable - however, IPS invites all these
excellent institutions to consider entering a
new bid..,... for hosting IPS 2004 (once more,
thank you to the Adler Planetarium and
Astronomy Museum in Chicago - they

already presented a well-thought bid for IPS
2004 to the council).

Planetarian

That is all for now - it is time now: Let us
open our eyes, ears and hearts - let us share,
learn and celebrate 75 years of planetariums and naVigate into a truly exciting future.
Clear Skies.
P.S. Don't miss the elections for the new
term of IPS officers - ballots are currently
being mailed!
U
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Jane
Hastings
Jefferson
4100 W.
St.
Richmond, Virginia.
jhast ing@pen.k12.va.us
We planetarians get them every day. Small
planetariums and Starlabs, with intimate
audience encounters, are more likely to get
them during a lesson. Larger planetariums
are more likely to get them as the audience
enters or leaves. You can't predict when they
will happen ... but they will happen! They
are FAQs: Frequently Asked Questions!
The interesting thing about FAQs is: the
same ones pop up in every planetarium, no
matter what its demographic audience
make-up, geographic location or size!
I asked George Hastings, planetarian at the
Ma them a tics and Science Center in
Richmond, Virginia, who is a Starlab user, to
recall some of his FAQs. His list looked
remarkably like mine!
Here is George's list:
1) Q: "Do you believe in aliens?!!
2) Q "Have they found 'Planet X' yet?"
3) Q: "When astronauts go out into space,
how do they get out of the earth?"
4) Q: "My sign is Pisces. Where is it in the
sky?!! [After hearing the name of one constellation which just happens to be one of the
zodiac signs, they want to know where all
the others are!]
S) Q: "What happens if you fall into a
black hole?"
When trying to answer this question,
George says: "It's unfortunate that black
holes are called black holes. A hole is created
when you get a shovel and dig something
out and there is nothing left. A black hole is
when you cram more stuff in than you can
possibly imagine and it is still there!"
There's lots more FAQs, of course. Please email me at jhasting@pen.k12.va.us with some
of your favorite frequently asked questions.
Sometimes I think it would be a good idea if
each planetarian just prepared a set of flash
cards with carefully-thought out answers to
the most frequently asked questions. You
would have them handy, and just whip out
the appropriate one when the occasion arises.
Jack Dunn, Planetarian from Mueller Planetarium at University of Nebraska in lincoln, is one ahead of me. His planetarium
site, which can be reached at "www.space-
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laseLcom", has a page devoted to FAQs. He
has placed questions in three categories;
planetarium, laser show, and general astronomy. He presented a paper at the Southeastern
Planetarium Society annual meeting in June,
1998, encouraging planetariums with websites to set up a FAQpage.
His list of questions and answers is thorough; he leaves no possibility unexplored. I
doubt if anyone can think of a question to
ask after finding that page! Each question has
an answer; I have placed a copy of his questions and selected a few of his answers to
reproduce below. Believe me, it's just a sample! See for yourself at his site.
Frequently Asked Questions as perceived
by Jack Dunn:
General Questions about Planetarium
Gl. What is Mueller Planetarium?
G2. Where is Mueller Planetarium?
G3. What are the hours of the planetarium?
G4. What is the difference between planetarium astronomy shows and laser shows?
GS. Why do you charge admission for
shows'?
G6. Can I buy show tickets in advance?
G7. Where are the telescopes?
G8. Can I see the planetarium?
G9. If there isn't a show in progress, what is
the staff doing?
GlO. Q: Where are the plants?
A: This question confuses an arboretum
with a planetarium.
GU. Does the dome open?
G12. Q: How can you see the stars in the daytime?
A: The Planetarium sky is a projected
Therefore it is available at any time (as
long as the power is operating).
G13. Q: Aren't all planetarium shows alike?
A. The universe contains an infinite variety of topiCS. Astronomy is a very diverse
field. Could we encompass the entire universe in one show? That would be impossible. In the first planetaria, simple lectures
about the night sky sufficed. The wonder
of seeing the stars indoors amazed people
in the 1920s and 30s. At that time there
was no projection video, no computers, no
telescopes in space. Today we have a thousand exciting stories to tell, from the
tremendous discoveries of space probes to
current sky events. The planetarium presents programs for a variety of interests. At
times there will be special shows for children. Our programs are aimed at a general
family audience. The planetarium also features special shows such as laser shows or
live drama and music in the domed theater.
G14. I once saw a show in some other planetarium. Isn't this the same show?
GIS. Is the planetarium show a movie?

Planetarian

G16a. Can I take flash pictures in
tarium?
G16b. Q: Can r videotape the show?
A: No. All of the programming in
Planetarium is
by us or
individuals. Permission would have to be
granted by each
holder
you may be allowed to tape a show.
many of the copyright holders are
all over the world, the odds of
mission to tape a show,
ten minutes between the time you
at the planetarium and the show starts,
pretty slim. It's best not to try.
G17. Where are the bathrooms?
GI8. Where can I park while I visit the
tarium?
G19. Where's the best place to sit in
etarium?
Laser Show Questions;
Ll. What is a laser show?
L2. Are all laser shows the same?
L3. What kind of equipment do you use to
create/perform the show?
L4. How does the laser system work?
L5. How do you determine what groups you
do shows to?
L5a. Q
(brother/sister/friend/relative/acquaintance) has a really cool band. Can
you do a show to their music?
A: Not likely. We try to do shows that
cater to a large audience. While you and
some of your friends
come to
show, it's not too likely that
would. Therefore, such a show
never appear on the public laser
schedule. However. for a modest
(around $1500+), we here at the Oi2metar'iurn would be more than
a
custom show to whatever music you wish
for a private
L6. (insert song here) is my favorite song in
the whole world by (insert band here).
Even though it's a rare, obscure song
ever heard by me and three other
in the whole world,
wasn't it in
show? (or: How do you determine what
songs are in a show?)
L7. Can you come out to my (school/social
event/conference) to do a show?
L8.
are the rock laser shows so loud?
L9.
are some evening laser shows not
recommended for children?
110. Can I get a private laser show in the
planetarium at times other than those
scheduled?
L11. Can the laser in Mueller Planetarium kill
you?
Ll2. Have you ever tried bouncing a laser off
a speaker cone?
LB. Are your shows Laserium® shows?
Ll4. Where does the name laser come from?
L"!--'LL,'UB
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Minolta leads all other manufacturers in the development control interfaces
for multimedia equipment. Using the SMPTE control standard along with
Automation,
it is possible to combine the INFINIUM's Space Traveling System with motion pictures,
all-sky computer graphics projector displays, laser graphics, video projectors,
as we" as slide and special effects projectors to create the powerful multimedia theater.
*SPICE Autometion is registered trademark of Sky Skan, Inc.

North America:
Minolta Corporation / Planetarium Division
101 Williams Drive Ramsey, N.J. 07446, U.S.A. Tel: (1)-201-934-5347 Fax: (1)-201-818-0498

Southeast Asia:
Minolta Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. / Planetarium Division
No. 12, Jalan SS 8/2, Sungai Way, 47300, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia, Tel: (60)-3-7761133,7756541 Fax: (60)-3-7761767

Minolta Planetarium Co., ltd.
2-30, Tayotsu cha, Suita, Osaka 564, Japan Tel: (81 )6-386-2050 Fax: (81 )6-386-2027

ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA
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